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TRUSTEE’S MOTION FOR AN ORDER UPHOLDING TRUSTEE’S
DETERMINATION DENYING CUSTOMER CLAIMS’ FOR AMOUNTS LISTED ON
LAST STATEMENT, AFFIRMING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION OF NET EQUITY,
AND EXPUNGING THOSE OBJECTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE
DETERMINATIONS RELATING TO NET EQUITY

Pursuant to this Court’s order of September 16, 2009 scheduling adjudication of the “Net
Equity” issue (the “Scheduling Order”), Irving H. Picard, trustee (“Trustee”) for the liquidation
of Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC (“BLMIS”) under the Securities Investor
Protection Corporation Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aaa et seq. (“SIPA”),1 and for Bernard L. Madoff
(“Madoff”) (“collectively, “Debtor”), respectfully submits this motion (“Motion”) for an order
(a) upholding the Trustee’s determinations of the Claims listed on Exhibit A to the extent such
determinations relate to the Trustee’s interpretation of "Net Equity" as such term is used at 15
U.S.C. § 78lll(11), (b) upholding the Trustee's denial of the Claims to the extent they are
a claim for the amounts listed on the respective customer's November 30, 2008 BLMIS
customer statement, (c) affirming the Trustee’s interpretation of “Net Equity,” and (d) expunging
the objections to the Trustee’s determinations listed on Exhibit A insofar as they object to the
Trustee's interpretation of the term “Net Equity:”
In support of his Motion, the Trustee states and represents as follows:
Factual Background:
1.

On December 11, 2008, Madoff was arrested by the FBI in his Manhattan

home and was criminally charged with a multi-billion dollar securities fraud scheme in violation
of 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) & 78ff and 17 C.F.R. 240.10b-5 in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York, captioned United States v. Madoff, No. 08-CV-2735 (the
“Criminal Action”).2

1

For convenience, future reference to SIPA will not include “15 U.S.C.”

2

On March 10, 2009, the Criminal Action was transferred to Judge Denny Chin in the United States District Court
for the Southern District of New York and was assigned a new docket number, No. 09 CR 213 (DC).
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2.

Also on December 11, 2008 (the “Filing Date”),3

the Securities and

Exchange Commission (“SEC”) filed a complaint in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York (the “District Court”) against Madoff and BLMIS (Case No. 08CV-10791) (the “SEC Action”).
3.

On December 15, 2008, under section 78eee(a)(4)(A) of SIPA, the SEC

consented to a combination of the SEC Action with an application of the Securities Investor
Protection Corporation (“SIPC”). Thereafter, under section 78eee(a)(3) of SIPA, SIPC filed an
application in the district court alleging that BLMIS was not able to meet its obligations to
securities customers as they came due and that its customers needed the protection afforded by
SIPA as a result.
4.

That same day, the District Court entered a protective decree, to which

BLMIS consented, which, in pertinent part:
(a)

Appointed Irving H. Picard as trustee for the liquidation of the business of
BLMIS, pursuant to section 78eee(b)(3) of SIPA;

(b)

Appointed Baker & Hostetler, LLP as counsel to the Trustee (“Counsel”)
pursuant to section 78eee(b)(3) of SIPA;

(c)

Removed the case to this Bankruptcy Court pursuant to section
78eee(b)(4) of SIPA; and

(d)

Authorized the Trustee to take immediate possession of the property of the
debtor, wherever located.

5.

On December 23, 2008, this Court entered a claims procedure order that

specifies the procedures for the filing, determination, and adjudication of customer claims in this

3

In this case, the Filing Date is the date on which the SEC commenced its suit against BLMIS, December 11, 2008,
which resulted in the appointment of a receiver for the firm. See Section 78lll(7)(B) of SIPA, 15 U.S.C. § 78
lll(7)(B).
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proceeding. The order provides that under section 78fff-2(a)(2) of SIPA, all claims against
BLMIS must be filed with the Trustee.

The order further provides that the Trustee will

determine customer and creditor claims in writing and allows any claimant who opposes the
Trustee’s determination to file an objection with this Court, after which the Court will hear the
matter.
6.

As the Trustee appointed under SIPA, the Trustee has the job of

recovering and distributing customer property to BLMIS’s customers, assessing claims, and
liquidating any other assets of the firm for the benefit of the estate and its creditors. Pursuant to
section § 78fff-1(a) of SIPA, the Trustee has the general powers of a bankruptcy trustee in
addition to the powers granted by SIPA. Pursuant to section 78fff(b) of SIPA, Chapters 1, 3, 5
and Subchapters I and II of Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code are applicable to this case.
7.

In accordance with his statutory responsibilities, the Trustee is in the

process of marshalling BLMIS’s assets, and the liquidation of BLMIS’s assets for the benefit of
the estate’s customers and creditors is well underway. To date, the Trustee has recovered more
than $1.2 billion in assets to date, although it is not expected that the total value of assets
ultimately recovered will be sufficient to fully reimburse the customers of BLMIS for the many
billions of dollars they invested with BLMIS over the years. In addition, the Trustee has
determined more than 1,530 customer claims and has committed to pay over $484 million to
BLMIS customers in funds advanced from SIPC in full or partial satisfaction of those claims,
upon the return of the appropriate assignment and release.
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Trustee’s Interpretation of Net Equity:
8.

The statutory framework for the satisfaction of customer claims in a SIPA

liquidation proceeding provides that customers share pro rata in customer property to the extent
of their “net equity,” as defined in section 78lll(11) of SIPA (“Net Equity”), and to the extent
that a customer’s Net Equity exceeds his or her ratable share of customer property, SIPC shall
advance funds to the SIPA trustee up to $500,000 for securities for that customer.
9.

The Trustee has determined each customer’s Net Equity by crediting the

amount of cash deposited by the customer into her BLMIS account, less any amounts withdrawn
from her BLMIS customer account, otherwise known as the “cash in/cash out approach.”
10.

Certain claimants disagree with the Trustee as to the construction of the

term Net Equity and how that term should be applied to determine the amount of the valid
customer claim of each claimant.
11.

Various claimants have asserted that Net Equity should be determined on

the basis of each claimant’s fictitious balance as shown on their fabricated November 30, 2008
account statement provided by BLMIS.
Motion for Scheduling Order on Net Equity:
12.

After certain claimants objected to the Trustee’s interpretation of Net

Equity, the Trustee, moved the Court for a briefing schedule and hearing on the matter.
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13.

On September 16, 2009, this Court entered the Scheduling Order setting

forth dates for briefing and hearing on the Net Equity issue. In accordance with the Scheduling
Order, the Trustee submits the herein Motion.
Customer claims Determinations:
14.

Net Winners – Under the parlance of this proceeding, a “net winner” is

defined as a BLMIS customer that withdrew more funds from BLMIS than the customer
deposited with BLMIS. Thus, the customer received payments constituting a full return of her
principal investment, plus some amount of fictitious “profits” generated by BLMIS. Although
she has already withdrawn all of her principal, along with some amount of fictitious profits (in
reality, funds deposited by other customers), the “net winner” customer who objects to the
Trustee’s methodology is claiming that she is due the fictitious amount fabricated on her final
fake November 30, 2008 BLMIS customer statement. The Trustee has to date received thirty one
(31) timely filed objections (containing objections on the basis of Net Equity) from “net
winners” (as defined above). Please see Exhibit A-1 for summaries of the “net winners” claims,
determinations and objections.
15.

Net Losers (Over-the-Limit) – Under the “cash in/cash out” approach,

the customers that fall within the category of “over-the-limits net losers that have received full
SIPC protection” are customers that withdrew less money from BLMIS than they deposited over
time, and had net investment amounts in excess of $500,000. They are entitled to an allowed
claim for the amount that they invested, less the amount that they have withdrawn from BLMIS.
The difference between the amount invested and the withdrawn amount over time is the
customer’s Net Equity. The customer has received or will receive a pro rata share of any
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customer property based upon her Net Equity, and will receive a check from the Trustee of
$500,000 from funds advanced by SIPC against her share of customer property. Although the
claims of these investors should be based on their Net Equity as measured by the net amount
invested, these claimants assert that the amount of their Net Equity should be equal to the
fictitious amounts represented on their final fake November 30, 2008 BLMIS customer
statement. Some of these claimants also argue that their claim for this last reported fictitious
amount should be satisfied in securities and not cash. The Trustee has to date received nine (9)
objections (containing objections on the basis of Net Equity) from “net losers (over-the-limit)”
(as defined above). Please see Exhibit A-2 for summaries of the “net losers (over-the-limit)”
claims, determinations and objections.
16.

Net Losers (Under-the-Limit) – Like the previous category, customers

that fall within this category also have allowable claims because they invested more over time
than they withdrew from the fraudulent scheme.

The net investment amount is less than

$500,000, so their respective SIPC protection is limited to the amount of their respective net
investment. They will not be entitled to a further distribution from the fund of customer property
because their Net Equity claim will have been fully satisfied by the SIPC advance, and SIPC will
receive the customers’ share of customer property as subrogee. These customers’ respective
final fake November 30, 2008 BLMIS customer statements may, however, show a balance
higher than $500,000. The Trustee has to date received thirty eight (38) objections (containing
objections on the basis of Net Equity) from “net losers (under-the-limit)” (as defined above).
Please see Exhibit A-3 for summaries of the “net losers (under-the-limit)” claims, determinations
and objections.
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Relief Requested:
17.

Pursuant to the Scheduling Order and for the reasons more fully developed

in the memorandum of law submitted in support of this Motion, the

Trustee

respectfully requests an order (a) upholding the Trustee’s determinations of the Claims listed on
Exhibit A to the extent such determinations relate to the Trustee’s interpretation of "Net
Equity" as such term is used at 15 U.S.C. § 78lll(11), (b) upholding the Trustee's denial of the
Claims to

the

extent

customer's November

they are
30,

2008

a claim for
BLMIS

the

amounts

customer

listed

statement,

on

the

respective

(c)

affirming

the

Trustee’s interpretation of "Net Equity", and (d) expunging the objections to the Trustee’s
determinations listed on Exhibit A insofar as they object to the Trustee's interpretation of the
term “Net Equity.”
NOTICE
1.

Notice of this Motion has been provided by U.S. mail, postage prepaid,

email, or by ECF to (i) customers listed in Exhibit A (ii) all parties that have filed a notice of
appearance in this case; (iii) the SEC; (iv) the Internal Revenue Service; and (v) the United
States Attorney for the Southern District of New York; (collectively, the “Notice Parties”). The
Trustee submits that no other or further notice need be given.
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WHEREFORE, the Trustee respectfully requests that the Court issue an order granting the
relief requested herein, and grant such other and further relief to the Trustee as the Court deems
proper.
Dated: New York, New York
October 16, 2009

BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP
By:/s/ David J. Sheehan________
Baker & Hostetler LLP
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10111
Telephone: (212) 589-4200
Facsimile: (212) 589-4201
David J. Sheehan
Email: dsheehan@bakerlaw.com
Marc E. Hirschfield
Email: mhirschfield@bakerlaw.com
Seanna R. Brown
Email: sbrown@bakerlaw.com
Attorneys for Irving H. Picard, Esq.,
Trustee for the Substantively Consolidated
SIPA Liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff
Investment Securities LLC and Bernard L.
Madoff
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
SECURITIES INVESTOR PROTECTION
CORPORATION,
Adv. Pro. No. 08-01789 (BRL)
Plaintiff,
SIPA Liquidation
v.
(Substantively Consolidated)
BERNARD L. MADOFF INVESTMENT
SECURITIES LLC,
Defendant.
In re:
BERNARD L. MADOFF,
Debtor.
DECLARATION OF JOSEPH LOOBY IN SUPPORT OF TRUSTEE’S MOTION FOR
AN ORDER UPHOLDING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION DENYING “CUSTOMER”
CLAIMS FOR AMOUNTS LISTED ON LAST CUSTOMER STATEMENT,
AFFIRMING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION OF NET EQUITY, AND EXPUNGING
THOSE OBJECTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE DETERMINATIONS RELATING
TO NET EQUITY
I, Joseph Looby, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows:
1.

I am a Senior Managing Director with FTI Consulting, Inc. (“FTI”). I have more

than 20 years of combined experience in the military, regulatory enforcement, investigations and
technology, much of which has involved financial and fraud investigations. I am a certified
fraud examiner (“CFE”), with a Bachelors degree in Economics, a Juris Doctorate, and am listed
as the co-inventor of U.S. Patent “System, Software and Method for Examining a Database in a
Forensic Accounting Environment.”

Additional information regarding my personal and

professional experience is included in my Curriculum Vitae annexed hereto as Exhibit 1.
2.

On or about December 30, 2008, FTI was retained by Irving H. Picard, the

Trustee appointed by the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York for

the substantively consolidated liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC
(“BLMIS”), under the Securities Investor Protection Act (“SIPA”), and for Bernard L. Madoff
(“Madoff”), to examine, among other things, the financial affairs of BLMIS.
3.

I make this declaration based upon the information and knowledge acquired

during the course of my retention, as described herein, and in support of the Trustee's motion
(“Motion”) for an order upholding the Trustee’s determination denying “customer” claims for
amounts listed on last customer statements, affirming the Trustee’s determination of net equity,
and expunging those objections with respect to the determinations relating to net equity.
4.

During the course of carrying out my investigative duties in this matter, my

colleagues and I have interviewed, in person or by telephone, business associates and other
persons who have had business dealings with, or who we were told had information relevant to,
the business and financial affairs of BLMIS and Madoff.
5.

Also during the course of my involvement in this matter, I have personally

reviewed thousands of documents, as well as schedules prepared and information collected by
my colleagues, relating to the books and records of BLMIS, third party records, bank records and
other documentation relevant to BLMIS and its customer accounts and information systems.
6.

I have personally reviewed the BLMIS customer agreements executed by each of

the 78 claimants that are the subject of the Trustee's Motion.
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Organization of BLMIS
7.

Corporate records1 reveal that Madoff was the sole member and chairman of

BLMIS at the time of its failure. Originally formed as a sole proprietorship in 1960, BLMIS was
reorganized as a single member LLC on or around December 4, 2000.
8.

BLMIS operated for many years up until the Filing Date2 from its principal place

of business at 885 Third Avenue, New York, New York. Madoff ran BLMIS together with
several Madoff family members and a number of employees.
9.

BLMIS was organized into three business units, the market making unit, the

proprietary trading unit, and the investment advisory business (hereinafter, interchangeably
referred to as "BLMIS" or the “IA Business”).
10.

BLMIS was registered with the SEC as a broker-dealer under § 15(b) of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78o(b)) as of January 19, 1960, and, beginning in
2006, as an investment adviser. However, the Investment Advisor registration was falsified and
only 23 of the thousands of IA Business customers were reported to the SEC. By virtue of the
registration as a broker-dealer, BLMIS was a member of SIPC.
11.

Madoff also operated a branch of the broker-dealer in London, England since

February 1983, which was incorporated under the name Madoff Securities International Ltd.
(“MSIL”).

1

The books and records of BLMIS are, at best, incomplete. The Trustee, through his counsel and his
consultants such as FTI, is endeavoring to supplement the corporate books and records with third party
records, including bank records, customer records, etc., where available.
2

Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed in the Trustee’s
Memorandum of Law in support of the Motion.
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12.

BLMIS’s annual audits were purportedly performed by Friehling & Horowitz,

CPAs P.C., an accounting firm of three employees, one of whom was semi-retired. The firm’s
offices were located in a strip mall in Rockland County, New York.
13.

BLMIS employees generally referred to the IA Business as “House 17” and the

market maker and proprietary trading businesses combined as “House 5.”
14.

In or around 1993, the staff of the IA Business were physically separated from the

other business units and relocated to the 17th floor of 885 Third Avenue ("17th Floor"). The
market maker and proprietary trading business staff were located on the 18th and 19th floors of
that address.
15.

In or around 1993, BLMIS began using computer systems and software programs

known as an IBM AS/400. Two (2) AS/400 computer systems were implemented on or around
1993; one for House 5 (“House 5 AS/400”) and one for House 17 (“House 17 AS/400”). Both
were located on the 17th floor.
16.

The House 17 AS/400 was used only in connection with the IA Business. The

House 5 AS/400 and other computer systems were used in connection with the market making
and proprietary trading business.
BLMIS Bank Accounts & Customer Deposits
17.

BLMIS used two primary bank accounts to fund its disbursements, one held at

The Bank of New York Mellon (the “621 Account”) and another held at JP Morgan Chase
Bank, N.A. (the “703 Account”).
18.

The 703 Account was primarily used for customer deposits and withdrawals from

the IA Business. Amounts invested in BLMIS by customers were deposited into the 703
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Account. Similarly, the majority of redemptions by customers were withdrawn from the 703
Account.
19.

Remaining cash balances in this account at the end of each business day were

transferred to affiliated overnight investment accounts at J.P. Morgan Chase Bank and other
investments until additional monies were needed to fund additional withdrawal requests by
customers, capital needs of the broker-dealer operation of BLMIS, or Madoff’s (and other
insiders’) personal needs.
20.

BLMIS maintained a book which tracked certain customers’ cash deposits and

withdrawals from BLMIS.
21.

Each day, BLMIS employees on the 17th floor prepared reports for Madoff

indicating amounts of customer deposits into and withdrawals from the 703 Account. These
funds were not reflected on the books and records of the House 5 operations.
22.

By early December 2008, BLMIS generated client account statements for about

4,900 customer accounts (the “November 30, 2008 Statements”). When added together, and
after netting out approximately $8.3 billion of amounts shown as owed to BLMIS, these
statements erroneously showed approximately $64.8 billion of investments with BLMIS. In
reality, BLMIS had assets on hand worth a small fraction of that amount.
23.

The $64.8 billion balance recorded on BLMIS customer statements is net of

“negative” accounts that approximate $8.3 billion. The total amount shown on the November
30, 2008 customer statements for the 4,900 accounts with purported positive equity balances
aggregates to $73.1 billion.
24.

Although the investigation is still ongoing, the total amount of funds that

customers deposited but did not withdraw from their BLMIS accounts was less than $20 billion.
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25.

At all times relevant hereto, the monthly purported equity balances of BLMIS

customer accounts far exceeded the amount of capital in the 703 Account.
The Proprietary Trading and Market Making Businesses
26.

The proprietary trading and market making units of BLMIS were largely run as

enterprises separate and apart from the BLMIS IA Business.
27.

Review of the financial history of BLMIS demonstrates that neither of these

business units would have been viable without the fraudulent IA Business, the proceeds of which
were used to sustain those business operations from at least 2007 forward.
28.

The market making and proprietary trading business units appear to have been

largely involved in legitimate trading with institutional counterparties and utilized live computer
systems including the House 5 AS/400 and trading platforms that interfaced with multiple thirdparty feeds and outside data sources often necessary for trading. BLMIS employed a sizeable
information technology staff to support and maintain these trading platforms, as well as other
technology associated with these business units.
29.

The House 5 computer systems, including the House 5 AS/400, were connected,

and/or reconciled to (i.e., interfaced with) the systems required to conduct legitimate securities
trading with the outside world.

For example, these systems interfaced with other trading

platforms and programs including order entry, trade execution, securities clearing, and the
Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”). A diagram illustrating key differences
between the House 17 and House 5 AS/400’s is annexed hereto as Exhibit 2.
30.

Unlike the House 17 AS/400, the House 5 AS/400 included outputs for regulatory

review including FINRA, the Securities & Exchange Commission (“SEC”), and financial
reporting. It was an open AS/400, consistent with a legitimate securities trading business.
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31.

In addition, the market making and proprietary trading units were subject to

compliance and risk monitoring programs, by the exchanges they traded on, the clearing houses
they utilized, and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), among others.
The IA Business
32.

Outwardly, the IA Business functioned as both an investment adviser to its

customers and a custodian of their securities. The precise date on which BLMIS began
purportedly engaging in investment advisory services has not been established, but it appears that
BLMIS was offering such services as far back as the 1960s.
33.

There were 25 individuals that worked for the IA Business of BLMIS.

34.

Based on a review of standard customer opening agreements, BLMIS customers

deposited their cash and were able to make withdrawals, but ceded all other rights associated
with their accounts, including the authority to make investment decisions, to Madoff or BLMIS.
35.

Upon the opening of their BLMIS customer account, customers signed a

document such as a “Trading Authorization Limited to Purchases and Sales of Securities and
Options,” an example of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit 3. As indicated in Exhibit 3, the
forms pertaining to IA account #1B0094 authorized Madoff as the account holder’s “agent and
attorney in fact to buy, sell and trade in stocks, bonds, options and any other securities in
accordance with [Madoff’s] terms and conditions.”
36.

Further, the account holder agreed that, “[i]n all such purchases, sales or trades

[Madoff is] authorized to follow the instructions of Bernard L. Madoff in every respect
concerning the undersigned's account with [Madoff]; and [Madoff]is authorized to act for the
undersigned and in the undersigned's behalf in the same manner and with the same force and
effect as the undersigned might or could do with respect to such purchases, sales or trades as well
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as with respect to all other things necessary or incidental to the furtherance or conduct of such
purchases, sales or trades. All purchases, sales or trades shall be executed strictly in accordance
with the established trading authorization directive.”
37.

BLMIS did not provide its customers with electronic real-time online access to

their accounts, which certainly by the year 2000 was customary in the industry.3 BLMIS utilized
technology that was severely outmoded relative to other participants in the exchange traded
equity market to communicate with his clients, such as paper trade confirmations, transmitted
through the United States Mail.
38.

There were essentially two groups of IA Business customer accounts, the split-

strike conversion strategy accounts, administered by Frank DiPascali (“DiPascali”), and the nonsplit-strike conversion accounts, administered by other BLMIS employees.
39.

DiPascali started at BLMIS on September 11, 1975.

40.

The House 17 AS/400 was designed to record and assist with the printing of the

fictitious securities purportedly bought and sold by BLMIS, customer cash transactions,
customer statements, trade confirmations, management reports, and Internal Revenue Service
1099 forms.
41.

Importantly, the House 17 AS/400 was not connected, interfaced and/or

reconciled to any of the systems used to facilitate or execute the purchase and sale of securities at
BLMIS. It was a closed system, separate and distinct from any computer system utilized by the
other BLMIS business units; consistent with one designed to mass produce fictitious customer
statements.

3

Of its thousands of customers, BLMIS provided customer statements in electronic form to only two customers,
with six accounts between them. Even though they were electronic, the statements consisted of merely data files.
No customer had real time access to its account information and trading data because there was no such data or
information to be had in light of the fact that no trading was conducted.
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42.

As of about November 30, 2008, DiPascali was identified in the House 17 AS/400

as administering 4,659 active customer accounts, primarily the split-strike conversion accounts.
43.

As of about November 30, 2008, the House 17 AS/400 identified 244 active

accounts administered by other BLMIS employees. A summary schedule of account
management and purported equity and cash trend activity is annexed hereto as Exhibit 4.
44.

The House 17 AS/400 had software that could be utilized to enter fictitious

“trades” with any desired price or trade date that could then be allocated, pro rata, to the various
BLMIS customer accounts residing within its database.
45.

BLMIS employees input the components of alleged security trades (e.g.

stock/option, price, date, and volume) into the House 17 AS/400.
46.

Inputting trade data into the House 17 AS/400 did not execute a buy or sell of a

security, it merely created a record that could then be printed on a fictitious customer statement
and trade confirmation.
47.

Because fictitious trades require no opposite broker to execute and complete the

trade, no counterparties existed and none were identified in the House 17 AS/400 system. None
of the split-strike trades entered into the House 17 AS/400 were reconciled (or reconcilable) with
the DTCC.
DiPascali and the “Split-Strike Conversion” Strategy
48.

The strategy executed by DiPascali simulated a “basket of securities and options”

based on a split-strike conversion strategy. This strategy consisted of purported investment in a
basket of common stocks within the S&P 100 Index hedged by a collar of put and call options to
limit the potential client investment loss (or gain) that may be caused by normal stock price
volatility.
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49.

An examination of the BLMIS books and records reveals that the fictitious

investment strategy focused on large cap stocks, presumably to preclude inquiry into the volume
of stocks in which BLMIS was purportedly trading.
50.

The split-strike conversion strategy involved the purported “sale” of the baskets,

moving customer funds completely “out of the market” to purported investments in Treasuries,
money market funds, and cash reserves until the next presumed trading opportunity arose. At the
end of each quarter, all baskets would be allegedly “sold” and allegedly “invested” in Treasuries
or money market funds, and cash reserves. The purported pricing and volume, i.e. purported
value, of these alternative investments included the fictitious gains carried over from the BLMIS
advantageous liquidation of purported baskets.
51.

However, no securities were actually purchased by BLMIS for its customers and

the money received from a customer was not invested in securities for the benefit of that
customer, but was instead primarily used to make distributions to, or payments made on behalf
of, other investors as well as withdrawals and payments to Madoff family members and
employees.
52.

Per SEC Rule 15c3-3 promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 17

C.F.R. § 240.15c3-3, brokers and dealers are required to maintain a “special reserve bank
account for the exclusive benefit of customers.” This special reserve bank account is “separate
from any other bank account of the broker or dealer.” The special reserve account is required to
maintain a certain minimum balance according to the specifics of SEC Rule 15c3-3.
53.

Institutional investment managers who exercise investment discretion over

accounts having $100 million or more in Section 13(f) securities (i.e., exchange traded or
NASDAQ-quoted securities) must report their holdings on Form 13F to the SEC. Form 13F
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requires disclosure of the names of the institutional investment managers, the names of the
securities they manage and the class of securities, the CUSIP number, the number of shares
owned, and the total market value of each security.
54.

BLMIS maintained a balance of $20,000 in its 15c3-3 account from late 2002

until the Filing Date, which was wholly inadequate given the purported value of the customer
accounts according to the specifics of SEC Rule 15c3-3.
55.

By allegedly “selling” the baskets before the end of the quarter, the equities in the

baskets were not required to be disclosed in SEC Form 13F filings.
56.

At no point while customer funds were purportedly either “in the market” or “out

of the market,” however, were such funds invested as shown on the fictitious statements.
Instead, to the extent that customer funds had not already been expended, they were held in the
BLMIS 703 Account at Chase Bank.
57.

In fact, one of the money market funds in which customer resources were

purportedly invested through BLMIS, as reflected on customer statements as late as 2008, was
the Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC’s “Fidelity Spartan U.S. Treasury Money Market Fund.”
However, Fidelity has acknowledged that, from 2005 onwards, Fidelity did not offer
participation in any such money market fund for investment.
58.

To facilitate the efficient inputting of alleged trades, DiPascali allocuted, and IA

Business staff confirmed, that DiPascali directed the programming of a "basket trade" program
within the AS/400. This was essentially a mail-merge program, but instead of printing names
and addresses from a data file to a boilerplate letter, this program applied a basket (or fraction or
multiple thereof) of purported security trades to a BLMIS customer statement.
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59.

Thus, one basket data file containing many fictitious trades could be replicated in

customer statements of hundreds or thousands of customers without the need to manually type
each trade on each customer statement.
60.

Baskets were created by DiPascali and his staff to initiate purported trading for a

specific trade date. Stocks in a basket were “priced” after the market closed (i.e., with knowledge
of the prior published price history), and customer statements were then fabricated by BLMIS
personnel using the House 17 AS/400 based on the basket and available funds reported in a
customer’s account. BLMIS staff confirmed it, the system facilitated it, and consistent returns
could not have been achieved without it.
61.

For example, if a basket was $400,000 and a customer had $800,000 available,

two (2) baskets of securities and options would be purportedly “purchased” for the account.
62.

The reported performance of the basket of stocks, selected from the S&P 100

Index, largely outperformed the movement of the S&P 100 Index overall due to the fabricated
pricing and timing of the fictional basket “purchases” and “sales.” To create the illusion that
these stocks had been purchased or sold, BLMIS employees would use the AS/400 and its
software programs to fabricate customer statements printed with the purchase and sale of baskets
mimicking the purported split-strike conversion strategy.
63.

BLMIS employees picked advantageous historical prices in order to achieve the

sought after investment returns.
64.

Once a basket “trade” was identified as one that achieved the fictitious return

desired, certain employees, known as “key punch operators,” were provided with the relevant
basket information that they entered manually into the House 17 AS/400. The basket trade was
then routinely (e.g., monthly) replicated in the selected BLMIS split-strike customer accounts
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automatically and proportionally according to the fraction or number of baskets each customer’s
purported net equity could purportedly afford.
65.

The baskets were monitored via a Microsoft Excel model to ensure that the prices

chosen after-the-fact obtained returns that were neither too high nor too low.
66.

With the benefit of backdating (i.e., with knowledge of previously published

priced history), Madoff and his employees at BLMIS were able to consistently generate
purported annual returns for split-strike conversion customer accounts generally between about
10 and 17%.
67.

Over the course of its existence, millions of pages of fictitious customer

statements and confirmations were printed containing the increasing output of this compounded
false profit fiction.
68.

Consistent with this strategy, the initial basket on a customer statement reflected

purported purchases of stock and/or options comparable to the amount of principal invested with
BLMIS. By the time of the basket’s purported liquidation, remnants of the principal were
commingled in the BLMIS bank account or diverted for other purposes.
69.

By the time the next basket was “purchased,” the false profits reportedly “earned”

from the first basket were used to purportedly “buy” additional securities.
70.

These false profits were compounded time and again, every time the IA Business

accounts purportedly “got into the market” or “out of the market.”
71.

Accordingly, for each month after the initial customer statement, the only truthful

and accurate information contained on BLMIS customer statements was the subsequent deposits
and/or withdrawals of cash into the particular customer account. Whether or not the customer
conducted any cash transactions, the customer statements would reflect purported trading activity
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and resulting gains on the securities purportedly purchased and/or sold on behalf of that
customer.
72.

Because of the mass “buys” and “sells” in each fictitious basket over time; the

fact that the IA Business “made up” trade dates and prices; the fact that in the aggregate, market
volumes were exceeded; and, that trades were not directed by customers, it is impossible to trace
a customer’s money to specific trades. Even with respect to the first purported basket purchase,
a customer’s money may not equal the value of the securities purportedly purchased because the
prices and trade dates were advantageously fabricated by the IA Business. For this reason, no
market price can be ascertained.
73.

Because customer funds were never exposed to the market, customer funds were

not exposed to the uncertain risks associated with price movement in the market.
The Non-Split-Strike Accounts
74.

The purported trading strategy executed on behalf of the non-split-strike

conversion accounts was equally as fictitious as DiPascali’s purported “split-strike conversion”
strategy.
75.

The non-split-strike conversion customer accounts included many long time

customers of Madoff, including Stanley Chais’s feeder funds and personal accounts, Jeffry
Picower’s personal and business accounts, and accounts held by various Madoff family members
and employees. There were less than 245 of these and other accounts (i.e., accounts not assigned
to Frank DiPascali), representing approximately 5% of the total active accounts as of November
30, 2008.
76.

The non-split-strike conversion accounts reported unusually high rates of return,

often in excess of 100%, in excess of the purported 10-17% that the accounts utilizing the split-
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strike strategy reported. This rate of return is based on the IA Business AS/400 and/or company
books and records including portfolio management reports.
77.

BLMIS prepared customer statements for non-split-strike conversion strategy

customer accounts that simulated engineered gains and losses through simulated one-off trades
(i.e., not basket trades as described above). The customer statements were based on selections of
stock and related prices using already published trading data in hindsight. Based on the analysis
of BLMIS books and records conducted, there was backdating. This analysis included the
reconstruction of timelines using time-stamped records or proxies of approximate time-stamps.
78.

The non-split-strike conversion strategy customer accounts were handled on an

account-by-account basis, meaning each of the trades were keyed into the trading system
manually. Thousands of documents including customer statements, IA staff notes, account
folders, and programs in the AS/400 were reviewed, and these documents confirm the fact that
such statements were prepared on an account-by-account basis (i.e., not basket trading).
79.

Consistent with the above, virtually none of the trades purportedly conducted on

behalf of the non-split strike conversion strategy account holders took place.
The Trading Did Not Occur
80.

To the extent records are available, BLMIS did not act as a true investment

adviser in the interest of its customers and virtually no securities were purchased on behalf of
customers of the IA Business.
81.

For select months pertaining to select baskets of trades that the IA Business

purportedly executed over time, ranging from 2002 to 2008, we compared basket files to the
customer statements and to third party sources.
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82.

DTCC serves as a custodian for stock and government securities issued in the

United States. As part of FTI’s retention in this matter, transactions as recorded on BLMIS
customer statements were compared to both House 5 AS/400 settled trade data and BLMIS
DTCC records. The scope of this effort was limited to available DTCC records, and these
records were made available to us from February 2002 through the date of the November 2008
BLMIS customer statements, the last statements prepared by BLMIS prior to the Filing Date.
83.

In addition to DTCC and the BLMIS bank records, a review of responses received

from various entities that may have information regarding possible IA Business option and
equity trading activity was performed. These entities consisted of clearing firms, exchanges, and
possible trading counterparties. The determination to request information from these parties was
based on evidence of BLMIS’s interaction with these organizations.
84.

Specifically, a review of responses produced pursuant to subpoena, from the

following entities, was performed:

85.

a)

Options Clearing Corporation (“OCC”)

b)

Clearstream Banking, S.A. (“Clearstream”)

c)

Chicago Board Options Exchange (“CBOE”)

d)

Chicago Mercantile Exchange/Chicago Board of Trade (“CME/CBOT”)

e)

BATS Exchange, Inc.

f)

Knight Capital Group, Inc.

g)

Interactive Brokers, LLC

The purpose of the review was to determine whether any materials produced by

these entities were indicative of IA Business trading activity.
86.

Akin to the role of DTCC for equities and government debt securities, the OCC

serves as the central clearing house for exchange traded options listed on a United States
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exchange. Because the Standard and Poor’s 100 Index Options (the “S&P 100 Index Options”)
are listed on the CBOE, these options would clear through OCC.
87.

Trading records for several specific dates from the OCC pertaining to select

baskets of trades that the IA Business purportedly executed over time, ranging from 2002 to
2008, were obtained. The OCC records confirm that the mass volume and timing of S&P 100
options trades that would have been necessary to execute the split-strike conversion strategy that
the IA Business was purportedly utilizing, were not executed through OCC; and, this conclusion
was further supported by information from CBOE.
88.

A review of subpoena responses received from the above listed entities for

evidence of the mass equity trade executions that would have been required to effectuate the
purported split-strike conversion strategy was performed. No evidence was found to support the
requisite mass trading.
89.

BLMIS had purportedly told some of its investors that it purchased the index

options required to execute the split-strike conversion strategy in the OTC market. While this
was unlikely due to the costs that would have been associated therewith, there was no evidence
to support BLMIS’ claim of transacting in the OTC market such as executed International Swaps
& Derivatives Master Agreements (“ISDA”) between OTC counterparties.
90.

In total, more than 99.9% of the equity trades as recorded in the IA Business

customer statements could not be traced through the House 5 settled trade data file or to DTCC
records.
91.

The House 5 AS/400 settled trade data file is BLMIS’ system of record (i.e.,

corporate archive) for all House 5 trades that have settled. It is the source from which
productions of trade data were historically made to regulated entities for examination and review.
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92.

Consistent with our findings as to the differences between the House 5 and House

17 AS/400 systems, the House 17 system does not include a “settled trade” data file. Instead,
House 17 maintained only a “settled cash” data file. This file contains all IA customer account
activity, including alleged trades, deposits, withdrawals, and dividends
93.

House 5 was also not used to execute transactions for any of the purported split-

strike conversion customer’s accounts, described herein.
94.

No IA Business customers held legitimate equities in House 5 and/or DTCC as of

November 30, 2008. However, one customer was reported to hold bonds.
95.

A relatively small amount of a single customer’s IA Business transactions were

similar to House 5 transactions, and there was evidence of directed trades. This customer sent
checks to BLMIS with memos on the checks directing the purchase of specific securities. FTI
did find similar securities purchased via the House 5 trading systems and at DTCC for this one
customer.
96.

As described above, BLMIS customer statements listed the sale of Treasuries and

other money market funds to generate the cash required to purportedly purchase the basket
securities. Review of DTCC and third party bank records support neither BLMIS’s custody of
the securities, nor the funds that would have been required to purchase such basket securities.
97.

In many instances, there were not enough put and/or call option contracts

available at the Chicago Board Options Exchange (“CBOE”) to hedge properly the required
volume, and in fact accomplish a split-strike conversion strategy, for the securities positions
recorded on the BLMIS customer statements.
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98.

For example, in October 2002, BLMIS customer statements for 4,128 accounts

falsely report the sale of $17.9 billion of Treasuries and money market funds as the means to
purchase imaginary baskets of securities of similar value.
99.

In October 2002, the 703 Account and related investments comprised less than

$240 million and none of the $240 million was used to purchase securities for the 4,128 splitstrike conversion account customers. See diagram annexed hereto as Exhibit 5.
100.

The size of each imaginary “basket of securities and options” is staggering. For

example, for the October 11, 2002 basket, the volume of S&P 100 (“OEX”) options traded at the
CBOE was reviewed. On that date, CBOE reported OEX volume of 6,298 calls and 6,407 puts.
In contrast, BLMIS applied an imaginary basket to 279 accounts with a volume of 82,959 OEX
calls and 82,959 puts – more than approximately 13 times the CBOE volume. See chart annexed
hereto as Exhibit 6.
101.

As an additional example, the aggregation of trades on customer statements

reflect an October 16, 2002 purchase of 17.8 million shares of Exxon Mobil (“XOM”) – these
purported aggregated trades for the BLMIS IA Business would have exceeded the XOM market
volume for that day by 131%. In contrast, DTCC records indicate the maximum BLMIS position
for XOM in October of 2002 was just 5,730 shares.
102.

These are not isolated incidents. BLMIS customer statements routinely falsely

recorded millions and tens of millions of shares within imaginary baskets; however, DTCC
records indicated that BLMIS held thousands or perhaps tens of thousands of shares – shares that
are traceable to the House 5 business and not the IA Business, as Exhibit 7 annexed hereto,
illustrates.
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103.

Had these two basket trades of securities actually occurred, the massive volume of

the transactions printed to the BLMIS customer statements in aggregate would have almost
certainly had an impact on the market price of each such security, and in certain instances such
as the XOM example described above, may not have been possible due to sheer volume alone.
104.

Over time the volume of the fiction grew. For example, the volume of Amgen

(AMGN) positions falsely reported on the November 30, 2008 customer statements would
amount to more than 3 times the daily exchange traded volume on the Filing Date, or any other
date in December of 2008 for that matter. Similarly, HP (HPQ) would be more than 2 times such
volume, and Microsoft (MSFT) would be more than 1.5 times such volume.
105.

Just as BLMIS did not have the funds to purchase the fictitious baskets of

securities, it did not have the funds required to purchase the Treasuries listed on customer
statements as part of that strategy. For example, the October 2002 customer statements falsely
report a face value of $23 billion of Treasuries at the start of the month and $8.2 billion at the
end of the month. At this time, DTCC reports that BLMIS never held more than $84 million in
treasuries.
106.

We identified many occurrences where purported trades were outside the

exchange’s low/high price range for the trade date. For example, in one instance a monthly
account statement for December 2006 reported a sale of Merck (MRK) with a settlement date of
December 28, 2006. BLMIS records reflect a trade date of December 22, 2006 at a price of
$44.61 for this transaction. However, the daily price range for Merck stock on December 22,
2006 was a low of $42.78 to a high of $43.42.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Dated: October 16, 2009
New York, New York
/s/ Joseph Looby
Joseph Looby, CFE
Senior Managing Director
FTI Consulting, Inc
Three Times Square, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10036
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Exhibit 1

JOSEPH H. LOOBY, J.D., C.F.E.

POSITION

Senior Managing Director, FTI

EDUCATION

J.D., Union University School of Law at Albany, New York
B.A. in Economics, Fordham University

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE

Joe Looby is a senior managing director in FTI’s Technology
segment, delivering consulting expertise and advanced technology for
investigations, antitrust and complex litigation matters. He has
provided expert testimony and consulting on economic and
technology issues and appeared before regulatory agencies on diverse
technology matters.
Mr. Looby has spoken and written extensively on litigation
technology, electronic evidence and computer forensics, and he is a
contributing author and lecturer at the Sedona Conference, for projects
including: Search & Retrieval Sciences; and, Achieving Quality in EDiscovery.
Joe has also participated in studies on search technology effectiveness,
sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) and DOD Advanced Research and Development Activity
(ARDA).
Prior to joining FTI, Mr. Looby provided forensic technology
leadership to Deloitte’s National Audit Technology Steering
Committee, towards the detection of fraud in financial statement
audits; he trained a team of more than 50 forensic technologists and
accountants on the FASTech data interrogation approach; and, he led
Deloitte’s nationally deployed FASTech teams to perform forensic
procedures for high-risk billion-dollar market cap audit clients.
Mr. Looby is a former U.S. Navy JAG Lieutenant, an experienced
regulator, and published software developer.

EXAMPLES OF
PROFESSIONAL
AND BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE

Investigations & Antitrust – Technology: Leader of forensic and
technology teams on numerous highly confidential internal and
regulatory investigations. Responded to regulator, audit committee,
auditor and whistleblower concerns using forensics and technology,
including for example computer forensics, investigation of accounting
systems, and interviews of technology and business professionals.
Pharmaceutical – Electronic Evidence: Led a team that assisted an
international pharmaceutical company in response to a multibillion
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dollar class action, and regulatory investigation. The project involved
more than 60 custodian’s email and electronic files. Thousands of
DVDs and numerous external hard drives were indexed and compiled
into a comprehensive online review environment. FTI supported
multiple review teams, across 5 client offices located throughout the
EU and US. This engagement utilized advanced processing, review,
and production technologies including Attenex, Ringtail and FTI
proprietary software.
Services – Accounting Investigation: Led a team of forensic
accounting and technology experts for outside counsel to a large,
publicly-traded staffing company that was facing possible accounting,
control and compliance issues at its North American operations that
stalled the release of its financials. The company’s audit and finance
committee began an internal investigation into the issues while facing
investigations from the SEC and U.S. Attorney’s Office. FTI team
assessed and analyzed the company’s complex staffing management,
payment, and billing systems, including the largest PeopleSoft
implementation in the world. The team identified systems control
issues relating to shared computer IDs that turned out to be a chief
concern of the auditors.
Manufacturing – Lost Profits: Assisted defendant in a lawsuit
alleging breach of contract and lost profits. Assisted with the
discovery and analysis of financial data from plaintiff’s various global
accounting information systems. Tested the profitability of the product
group used by plaintiff's expert and determined that he relied on the
wrong one. Identified the correct one and determined that it was an
unprofitable product line. This challenged plaintiff's claim for lost
profits, and the case was favorably settled.
Pharmaceutical – Licensing Dispute: Assisted with a multibillion
dollar pharmaceutical licensing dispute. The claim involved pricing,
incentives, market share, and 10 years of sales. The parties provided
35 CDs of contracts, nine sales databases, four customer databases and
two market share databases. Integrated the disparate data and built a
computer model. The computer model showed the timing and effect of
plaintiff’s improper practices. Before trial, plaintiff retracted each
claim that we were asked to test and respond to in our expert report.
Health Care – Employee Fraud: Engaged by an HMO to investigate
a key executive suspected of committing a fraud. We used computer
forensic technology to copy the suspect’s hard drives, restore deleted
files and search through e-mail and electronic files. Fraudulent
invoices, e-mail, deleted and other suspicious files were recovered.
Based on these leads, we designed tests to mine data and interrogate
the client’s financial systems. Through this process, we reduced the
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number of “questionable” vendors/payments from 5,000 vendors and
35,000 payments to 48 vendors and 345 payments.
Hospitality – Class Action: Investigated the client’s systems
regarding alleged failure to pay overtime for hours worked. Our
investigation revealed that overtime was tracked via monthly payroll
reports and the supporting documentation was largely handwritten
paper documents. We scanned and coded the documents, imported
them into a litigation database (LDB), and wrote a software program
to match payroll records to supporting documentation. Our client used
the LDB to show that a system to track overtime was in place,
significant overtime was in fact paid, and the named plaintiffs were
not representative of the larger putative class.
Advertising Firm – Fraud Detection: Investigated the client’s
purchasing system regarding an employee who allegedly colluded
with vendors to transfer charges between jobs. We determined the
employee’s transfer method, mapped seven years of archived data into
a LDB, wrote a software program to identify suspect invoices, and
pinpointed 220 (out of an original population of 85,000) invoices that
were fraudulent.
Food & Feed – SEC Investigation: Assisted with an investigation of
improper revenue recognition. We gathered six years of sales data
from disparate corporate systems, restored data from backup tapes and
built a data warehouse of over two billion records. Accounting staff
reconciled the data to financial statements filed with the SEC.
Technical staff designed complex algorithms to data mine the
warehouse and identify transactions not compliant with GAAP.
Economic staff statistically sampled and quantified the data as the
company’s basis for re-statement. Forensic staff imaged laptop
computers to restore deleted files and review e-mails.
Leasing – Purchase Price Dispute: Assisted an investment bank with
a purchase price dispute for its client, the seller of a three billion dollar
equipment leasing company. The seller relied on a proprietary
program to manage its portfolio of millions of leases. We wrote a
custom software program to convert the client’s data into a useable
format. We data mined the lease portfolio and rapidly identified an
anomalous cluster of high value leases that were written off with low
residual values. Our efforts uncovered a basis to restate millions of
dollars of value to the company.
Mining – Environmental Insurance Claim: Assisted a law firm with
an environmental insurance claim. The claim was based on coverage
for the client’s historic environmental events. The client had
completed a merger, and its information systems were transitioning
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from local to global operation. To prove the claim, we retrieved and
quantified three decades of environmental cost evidence from the
client’s existing and retired information systems and archives.
Health Care – Medical Claim Fraud: Engaged by a leading health
care provider to review medical claims to identify indicators of fraud
and abuse. The client’s claims data were reconcilable with its
management reports. We reconciled the data, imported it into our
system, and data mined for providers that met fraud and abuse
indicators. From the original 20,000 health care providers, we
identified 170 that were positive for the indicators. Without reviewing
“paper” claims, we identified suspicious claims in the one-half to
three million dollar range.
Manufacturing – Vendor Fraud: Investigated allegations by a
whistle-blower that a company’s purchasing officer was sending
business to preferred vendors for kickbacks. We retrieved four years
of vendor payment data and applied data mining to the vendor
payment transactions. We tested the data for anomalous vendor shifts,
product price spikes, and preferential payment terms. We identified
400 vendors that had been shifted to despite the fact that such vendors
charged a higher price for a generic product. We quantified the loss at
one million dollars over the four-year period.
Banking – Payment Tracing: Engaged by a foreign bank to assist
with a dispute over alleged interbank payments. Plaintiff’s expert
extracted financial communication (SWIFT) messages from back-up
tapes, matched the messages to payment requests, and quantified the
matched payments. We rebutted plaintiff’s expert report based upon
plaintiff’s unreliable matching method and its failure to consider data
that indicated whether a payment message had been rejected, pended,
failed or receipted.

TESTIMONY
EXPERIENCE

Hoechst Celanese Corporation v. XL Insurance (Bermuda) Company
Ltd. (testified). Mr. Looby has also presented to regulatory agencies,
auditors and audit committees.

SELECTED
PUBLICATIONS

Achieving Quality in the E-Discovery Process, The Sedona
Conference, Contributor, May 2009.
What If Search Terms Only Find 50 Percent Of Relevant Documents?
Information Management, December 2008.
Best Practices on the Use of Search & Information Retrieval Methods
in E-Discovery, The Sedona Conference, Contributor, Fall 2007.
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COPYRIGHTS

System, Software and Method for Examining a Database in a Forensic
Accounting Environment, U.S. Patent 7,590,658, Co-Inventor.
VISTA, Copyright 1999-2000.

REGULATORY &
LEGAL
EXPERIENCE

NYS Department of Environmental Conservation – General
Counsel’s Office ("DEC"). Enforcement Attorney, 4/1993 – 7/2000.
Designed and programmed VISTA, a software program used by
hundreds of professionals to track the detection and resolution of
environmental violations. The software includes business intelligence
components that enable managers to: estimate the resolution of case
backlogs, assure compliance with EPA enforcement policy, identify
trends in enforcement, and prioritize staff resources.
On a statewide basis, prosecuted CAA, CWA & RCRA (air, water and
solid waste) multi-media administrative enforcement actions.
Analyzed proposed enforcement settlements to ensure conformance
with applicable State and Federal enforcement response and penalty
assessment policies.
Lead counsel for CERCLA / Superfund efforts to recover natural
resource damages. Negotiated the recovery of more than twenty
million dollars in damages. Advised scientific staff on proof of harm
and economic staff on valuation of harm. Liaison with Federal
agencies and Tribal governments.
Represented DEC to the EPA Multi-Program Enforcement Steering
Committee and the Environmental Council of States’ Enforcement
Coordination Forum. Advised on enforcement indicators, penalties,
commitments, and targeting.
Presenter of numerous speeches to forums including the NYS Bar
Association, and the NYS Business Council. Authored an article for
the Albany Law School Environmental Outlook.

U.S. MILITARY
SERVICE

US Navy Judge Advocate General’s Corps (“JAG”). Lieutenant,
8/1989 -6/1993.
Served as general counsel for a US Navy Industrial Design,
Manufacture and Test Center. Negotiated with EPA on all aspects of
the center’s environmental compliance. Prosecuted / defended at
courts-martial and administrative discharge boards, investigated
incidents, and handled civil matters for Navy personnel.
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Ex. 5: Basket Trading – October 2002
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Ex. 6: CBOE Options Reconciliation (10/11/02)
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Call (4201)
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4
5
6
7
8
9
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1
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41%
38%
33%
28%
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64%
51%
42%
41%
37%
33%
28%
615%

BLMIS BASKET TOTAL

82,959

1,317%

1,295%

This represents the strike price of the option
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
SECURITIES INVESTOR PROTECTION
CORPORATION,
Adv. Pro. No. 08-01789 (BRL)
Plaintiff,
SIPA Liquidation
v.
(Substantively Consolidated)
BERNARD L. MADOFF INVESTMENT
SECURITIES LLC,
Defendant.
In re:
BERNARD L. MADOFF,
Debtor.
DECLARATION OF BIK CHEEMA IN SUPPORT OF TRUSTEE’S MOTION FOR AN
ORDER UPHOLDING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION DENYING “CUSTOMER”
CLAIMS FOR AMOUNTS LISTED ON LAST CUSTOMER STATEMENT,
AFFIRMING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION OF NET EQUITY, AND EXPUNGING
THOSE OBJECTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE DETERMINATIONS RELATING
TO NET EQUITY
I, Bik Cheema, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows:
1.

I am an associate with Baker & Hostetler LLP (“BH”). I am member of the New

York Bar Association and the Southern District of New York, and am in good standing.
2.

Baker & Hostetler LLP is counsel to Irving H. Picard, the Trustee appointed by

the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York for the substantively
consolidated liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC (“BLMIS”), under the
Securities Investor Protection Act (“SIPA”), and for Bernard L. Madoff (“Madoff”).
3.

On or about June 22, 2008, I began reviewing objections to determinations of

customer claims in this SIPA liquidation.

4.

I make this declaration based upon the information and knowledge acquired

during the course of Baker & Hostetler LLP’s engagement as counsel to the Trustee, as described
herein.
Claims, Determinations and Objections
5.

During the course of my engagement in this matter, I have personally reviewed

thousands of documents, including claims filed by customers, determination letters issued by the
Trustee in response to these claims, and objections filed by customers in response to the
Trustee’s determination of their claims.
6.

As part of my review, I reviewed all objections received by the Trustee in

response to his determination of all timely filed claims. Most of the objections I reviewed had
more than one basis for objection, but for purposes of this motion, I have isolated the net equity1
objections which were then categorized as follows:
“Net Winners” - Under the parlance of this proceeding, a “net winner” is defined as a
BLMIS customer that withdrew more funds from BLMIS than the customer deposited with
BLMIS. Thus, the customer received payments constituting a full return of her principal
investment, plus some amount of fictitious “profits” generated by BLMIS. Although she has
already withdrawn all of her principal, along with some amount of fictitious profits (in reality,
funds deposited by other customers), the “net winner” customer who objects to the Trustee’s
1

The statutory framework for the satisfaction of customer claims in a SIPA liquidation proceeding provides that
customers share pro rata in customer property to the extent of their “Net Equity,” as defined in section 78lll(11) of
SIPA, and to the extent that a customer’s Net Equity exceeds his or her ratable share of customer property, SIPC
shall advance funds to the SIPA trustee up to $500,000 for securities for that customer. The Trustee has determined
each customer’s Net Equity by crediting the amount of cash deposited by the customer into her BLMIS account, less
any amounts withdrawn from her BLMIS customer account, otherwise known as the “cash in/cash out approach.”
Certain claimants disagree with the Trustee as to the construction of the term Net Equity and how that term should
be applied to determine the amount of the valid customer claim of each claimant. Various claimants have asserted
that Net Equity should be determined on the basis of each claimant’s balance as shown on their November 30, 2008
account statement provided by BLMIS.

2

methodology is claiming that she is due the fictitious amount fabricated on her final fake
November 30, 2008 BLMIS customer statement.

“Net Losers” (over-the-limit) - Under the “cash in/cash out” approach, the customers that
fall within the category of “over-the-limits net losers that have received full SIPC protection” are
customers that withdrew less money from BLMIS than they deposited over time, and had net
investment amounts in excess of $500,000. They are entitled to an allowed claim for the amount
that they invested, less the amount that they have withdrawn from BLMIS. The difference
between the amount invested and the withdrawn amount over time is the customer’s Net Equity.
The customer has received or will receive a pro rata share of any customer property based upon
her Net Equity, and will receive a check from the Trustee of $500,000 from funds advanced by
SIPC against her share of customer property. Although the claims of these investors should be
based on their Net Equity as measured by the net amount invested, these claimants assert that the
amount of their Net Equity should be equal to the fictitious amounts represented on their final
fake November 30, 2008 BLMIS customer statement. Some of these claimants also argue that
their claim for this last reported fictitious amount should be satisfied in securities and not cash.

“Net Losers” (under-the-limit) - Like the previous category, customers that fall within
this category also have allowable claims because they invested more over time than they
withdrew from the fraudulent scheme. The net investment amount is less than $500,000, so their
respective SIPC protection is limited to the amount of their respective net investment. They will
not be entitled to a further distribution from the fund of customer property because their Net
Equity claim will have been fully satisfied by the SIPC advance, and SIPC will receive the

3

customers’ share of customer property as subrogee. These customers’ respective final fake
November 30, 2008 BLMIS customer statements may, however, show a balance higher than
$500,000.

In connection with the investigation, I drafted a document entitled “Description of Net Equity
Claimants,” which serves as Exhibit A (“Exhibit A”) to the Trustee’s Motion for an order
upholding the Trustee’s determination denying customer claims for amounts listed on last
statement, affirming Trustee’s determination of net equity, and expunging those objections with
respect to the determinations relating to net equity.
Basis of Personal Knowledge
7.

Specifically, in order to populate Exhibit A, I reviewed claims filed by claimants

who objected on the basis of the Trustee’s determination of net equity, reviewed the respective
determination letters issued by the Trustee, and reviewed the respective objections by claimants.
8.

In order to perform my review, I accessed and reviewed documents using PACER

in addition to files filed by customers with the Trustee pursuant to this Court’s Claims
Procedures Order, determination letters issued by the Trustee, and objections to those
determinations by claimants, filed with the Court.
9.

The purpose of the review was to ascertain the number and details of each

objecting claimant on the basis of the Trustee’s determination of net equity.

4

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Dated: New York, New York
October 16, 2009

BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP
By:/s/ Bik Cheema_______
Baker & Hostetler LLP
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10111
Telephone: (212) 589-4200
Facsimile: (212) 589-4201
Bik Cheema
Email: bcheema@bakerlaw.com
Attorneys for Irving H. Picard, Esq.,
Trustee for the Substantively Consolidated
SIPA Liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff
Investment Securities LLC and Bernard L.
Madoff

5

Baker & Hostetler LLP
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY10111
Telephone: (212) 589-4200
Facsimile: (212) 589-4201
David J. Sheehan
Email: dsheehan@bakerlaw.com
Marc E. Hirschfield
Email: mhirschfield@bakerlaw.com
Seanna R. Brown
Email: sbrown@bakerlaw.com
Attorneys for Irving H. Picard, Esq., Trustee for the
Substantively Consolidated SIPA Liquidation of
Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC
and Bernard L. Madoff
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
SECURITIES INVESTOR PROTECTION
CORPORATION,
Adv. Pro. No. 08-01789 (BRL)
Plaintiff,
SIPA Liquidation
v.
(Substantively Consolidated)
BERNARD L. MADOFF INVESTMENT
SECURITIES LLC,
Defendant.
In re:
BERNARD L. MADOFF,
Debtor.
DECLARATION OF SEANNA R. BROWN IN SUPPORT OF TRUSTEE’S
MOTION FOR AN ORDER UPHOLDING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION
DENYING “CUSTOMER” CLAIMS FOR AMOUNTS LISTED ON LAST
CUSTOMER STATEMENT, AFFIRMING TRUSTEE’S DETERMINATION
OF NET EQUITY, AND EXPUNGING THOSE OBJECTIONS WITH
RESPECT TO THE DETERMINATIONS RELATING TO NET EQUITY
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Seanna R. Brown, under penalty of perjury, declares the following to be true and correct:
1.

I am a member of the Bar of this Court and an associate with the firm of Baker &

Hostetler, LLP, counsel for Irving Picard, Trustee for the SIPA liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff
Investment Securities LLC and Bernard L. Madoff. I submit this declaration in support of the
Trustee's motion (“Motion”) for an order upholding the Trustee’s determination denying
“customer” claims for amounts listed on last customer statements, affirming the Trustee’s
determination of net equity, and expunging those objections with respect to the determinations
relating to net equity.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of the Transcript of the Madoff Plea

Hearing held on June 29, 2009 in the United States District Court, Southern District of New
York, United States of America v. Bernard L. Madoff; 09-cr-213 (DC).
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a copy of the Transcript of the DiPascali Plea

Hearing held on August 11, 2009 in the United States District Court, Southern District of New
York, United States of America v. Frank DiPascali; 09-cr-764 (RJS).
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a copy of the Brief For Appellants James W.

Giddens As Trustee For The Liquidation Of The Businesses of New Times Securities Services,
Inc. and New Age Financial Services, Inc. and Securities Investor Protection Corporation filed
on October 17, 2002 in the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, In re New

300036428

2

Times Securities Services, Inc. and New Age Financial Services, Inc., Case No. 02-6166 (2d Cir.
2002).
Dated: New York, New York
October 16, 2009
s/Seanna R. Brown
BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10111
(212) 589-4200 / Fax (212) 589-4201
David J. Sheehan
Email: dsheehan@bakerlaw.com
Marc E. Hirschfield
Email: mhirschfield@bakerlaw.com
Seanna R. Brown
Email: sbrown@bakerlaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant Irving H. Picard, Esq.,
Trustee for the Substantively Consolidated SIPA
Liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff Investment
Securities LLC and Bernard L. Madoff
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Corporation

from

upholding

filed by fourteen

for the liquidation

of New

Services,

of New

for an order

to the fictitious

seeking

non-existent

Goren,

SIPC
money

206 F. Supp.

2d 344

2002).
Court

had jurisdiction

§ 78eee(b)(2)(A)

jurisdiction

over

and SIPC

filed

i

(2002)

this Joint

The District
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Age

of their

for the Eastern

("bogus

The District
U.S.C.

in support

STATEMENT

"Trustee")

consolidated

and the Securities

respect

equal

funds

(the

and New

their motion

with

advances

market

Times")

Court

determinations
cash

W. Giddens,

this brief

District

which

JURISDICTIONAL

of the substantively

Services,

the U.S.

AND

Court's

a timely

this contested

and 28 U.S.C.

Appeal
judgment

Joint

over

Notice

pursuant

§ 158(a)

(2002).

to 28 U.S.C.

was entered
of Appeal

This

pursuant
Court

to 15
has

§ 1291 (1993).

on June
on July

matter

25, 2002.

1, 2002.

The Trustee

STATEMENT
1.
treated

Whether

as having

Investor

claims

Protection

insolvent

the Trustee

correctly

for cash

rather

Act ("SIPA")

brokerage

OF

determined

that claimants

than securities

where

firm to purchase

ISSUES

claimants

covered

deposited

non-existent

shares

should

be

by the Sequrities
monies

in bogus

with
mutual

an
funds

that were:
(a)
Securities

never

organized

and Exchange
never

had any assets

(c)

never

issued

laws;

(d)

had no class

Whether

advances

with respect

SIPC

to wholly

cannot

fictitious

generated

by bogus

deposited

in the claimants'

or market

prospectuses

mutual

or series

i

with

the

value;

or complied

of securities

with

the nation's

correctly

determined

be treated

as having

dividends

funds,

never

that could

be identified

or

market.

and interest
received

accounts.

2
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or registered

("SEC");

on the open

the Trustee

from

funds

and

purchased

cash

Commission

(b)

securities

2.

as mutual

that claimants
claims
which

who

for SIPC
were

by the broker-dealer,

seek

advances

never

in fact

and never

STATEMENT

OF THE

This is an appeal from an order of the District
objections

filed by fourteen

determinations
not disputed

of their claims.
the Trustee's

order to purchase
confirmations
purchase

claimants

shares

account

of the bogus shares.

to purchase

never existed,

prospectuses,

electronic,

return or fictitious
"securities"

Claimants

(among

received

from the Debtor,

Instead,

securities,

the

funds they intended

with the SEC, never issued

or had their share prices listed in print (such as

The Trustee

filed claims

determined

and since the bogus mutual

seeking

the only allowable

on the open market

funds had no market

value,

for

the

funds shares

SIPA claim that the Claimants

less any withdrawals

their

that since no real

or could be purchased

was a claim for the return of the cash that they deposited
to purchase

in

fictitious

indicating

could not have a claim for the return of the bogus mutual

under SIPA.

o

cash with the Debtor

The Claimants

or live media, Claimants

under SIPA ever existed

a host of others who have

the bogus mutual

were never registered

cash values.

return to Claimants,

statements

Even though

and never advertised

the newspaper),

funds.

the

_ to the Trustee's

on this issue) deposited

of bogus mutual

and fictitious

Court sustaining

(the "Claimants")

These Claimants

position

CASE

with the Debtor

could have
in order

or redemptions.

These Claimants are: Myma K. Jacobs ("Jacobs");
Simon and Helga Noveck
("Novecks");
Miriam Seidenberg
("Seidenberg");
Felice Linder ("Linder");
Angelo Scarlata ("Scarlata");
the Rose Marie Ceparano Irrevocable
("Ceparano
Trust"); the Estate of Allan A. Blynd ("Blynd Estate");
and Stella DiGiorgio ("DiGiorgios');
Project Earth Environmental

Trust
Salvatore

Fundraisers,
Inc., ("Project Earth"); New York Optical, Inc. ("New York
Optical"); the Carl Carter Irrevocable Trust ("Carter Trust"); Craig Roffman
("Roffman");
Ellen Eschen ("Eschen");
and Jill Gundry ("Gundry").
3
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i

The
claims

District

Court

for the fictitious

under

SIPA.

SIPC

equal

to the wholly

fictitious

final

generated

securities.

(the "Series

gives

rise to a claim

discussion,
transactions
law,

the District

for cash

that

securities

securities

as opposed

were

500Rules

into real ones
to cash

that

under

New

York

1970

("SIPA"),

Times

were

.

18, 2000,

entered

Pursuant
of 1934

15 U.S.C.

in need

§ 78aaa

apply

included

For convenience,
U.S.C."

District

et. se%, 3 finding

§ 78bbb,

afforded

"the

as a section

of, such

hereinafter

4
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i

Court

by

transaction

Court,

without

bogus

The relevant
securities

fictitious

laws 2

transactions
claim

for the Eastern

Investor
that

by SIPA.

provisions

as if this chapter

references

and the federal

for

adopted

security

law.

that

in

for

FACTS

to the Securities

of the protections

[to SIPA]

on

to have

claims

give rise to a customer

OF

States

pursuant

to 15 U.S.C.

to, and was
3.

the United

an Order

as shown

on rules

case

to convert

from

SIPA.

STATEMENT
On May

funds

so as to convert

all relevant

would

advances

The District

applied

do not apply

cash

for securities

supposedly

an actual

for securities.

and purpose,

claims

customer

entirely

whether

ignoring

history

allowable

and held that

also determined

that were

relied

ones,

the Series

fictitious

Court

500 Rules

its legislative

with

The District

address

thereby

were

mutual

Court

or a claim

funds

of the bogus

that the Series

into real

that

funds

determination

the claims

interest/dividends

500 Rules")

SIPA,

confirm

value

statements.

fictitious

assumed

mutual

to satisfy

by the non-existent

SIPC

case

account

In its decision,

the Trustee's

of the bogus

the Trustee

for completely

been

value

with

It ordered

the Claimants'
claims

disagreed

Protection

the customers
(Protective

of the Securities

[of SIPA]

District

constituted

of

Act of

of New
Decree

Exchange

¶ I,

Act

an amendment

Act."
to provisions

of SIPA

shall

omit "I 5

J.A. 48.)

Pursuant

to SIPA § 78eee(b)(3),

Trustee

(the "Trustee")

Hughes

Hubbard

§ 78eee(b)(4),

James

for the liquidation

of the business

& Reed LLP his counsel.

the liquidation

W. Giddens

_

proceeding

was appointed

of New Times,

¶ II, J.A. 48.)

was removed

Pursuant

as

and
to SIPA

to the Bankruptcy

Court.

¶ IX, J.A. 51.)
In accordance

with a standard

and claim materials
records

to each person

to have been a customer

date.

(Administrative
While

claims

Administrative

Order, the Trustee

who appeared

from New Times'

of New Times during

were being filed, the Trustee

investigation,

intermingling

approval,

which revealed

broker-

extensive

with the public,

the Trustee

Goren

the order so as to maximize

activities,

irrespective

of whether

moved

Order").

the Order on November

(Substantive

Consolidation
the Debtor

Consolidation

Order,
includes

for purposes

SIPC.

recovery

The Trustee,
to victims

fourteen

objecting

of determining

though

they actually
Nine hundred

proceeding.

registered

transacted

have claims

One hundred

eligible

with Goren through

five (905) claims
seventy-four

i

entity.

The Bankruptcy

Pursuant

"customer"

Consolidation
to the Substantive

claims

arising

under SIPA,

after April 19,

with the SEC and a member
Consolidation

for SIPC cash advances
an unregistered

of

Order, these
even

entity.

have been filed in the liquidation
(174) of these claims relate to funds
5
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with SIPC's

of Goren's

27, 2000 (the "Substantive

As a result of the Substantive

Claimants

in

they had dealt with New Times, the

New Times and New Age for claims

(Id., J.A. 137.)

on his

for an order substantively

Order, J.A. 134.)

1995, the date that New Times became

of New

Based

of the two entities

dealer entity or New Age, the non broker-dealer

Court granted

the operations

("Goren").

the estates of New Times and New Age.

sought

fraudulent

the year prior to the filing

examined

William

consolidating

books and

Order, J.A. 93.)

Times and New Age and their principal

communications

sent notices

deposited

with the Debtor

of non-existent
determined
filed.

and the subsequent

confirmation

shares of one or more bogus mutual

one hundred

The Trustee

seventy

notified

deposited

purchasing

minus any withdrawals

interest

claimants

that amounts

earned on the fictitious

claimants

accepted

bogus mutual

fund claims

the Trustee's

determination

the Claims

Resolution

the limit of protection
these Claimants,
claims

determined,

seeking

for return of securities

statements

fund claims

of their claims.

objections

claims

of

as dividends
claims.

or

Most

In fact, of all the

Claimants

to be resolved

set forth in the Administrative

as a

The Trustee

customer

only these fourteen

by filing written

for securities

has

for the purpose

or redemptions.

shown on account

determination

Procedures

though

with the Debtor

funds were not allowable

the Trustee's

The Trustee

purchase

that his or her claim was allowed

claim for cash in the amount

also notified

funds.

three (173) of the 174 bogus mutual

each claimant

the bogus shares,

of a supposed

objected

to

pursuant

Order.

to

Because

is higher than the limit on cash claims,

only cash, sought

to have their claims treated

in order to be eligible

as

for the higher level of SIPC

cash advance. 4
Claimants'
by Goren

objections

or his employees

to be invested
Securities

arise from the fact that they were fraudulently
to part with cash or other property

in one or more bogus mutual

Money Market

Fund but sometimes

held at Fleet Bank. 5 Claimants
the bogus mutual

°

5,

funds---often

deposited

funds based on Goren's

that supposedly

was

called the New Age

called something

money

induced

else--allegedly

with New Age for investment

misrepresentations.

Allegedly,

in

Goren

Thirteen of the objecting Claimants have claims that are over the $100,000
limit that SIPC may advance to satisfy claims for cash.
Goren also offered investors a tax-free version of the New Age Money Market
Fund and another fictitious fund which he called the New Times Prime Money
Market Fund.
6
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i

misrepresented
money

that the bogus mutual

market

funds, that they would maintain

share, and that they would provide
Goren promised
savings
bogus

the Claimants

accounts;
mutual

funds yielded

returns

returns

these promised

funds never existed;

returns

ranged

Act of 1933 and the Investment

the Debtor's

supposed

interest

allegedly

purchased

.

mutual

operating

payments

for investors

Company

as mutual
as required

Act of 1940.

funds was used to support

costs, to fund returns

on promissory

on behalf

fi'om 5 ¼ to 6 ½ percent.

they were never organized

Securities

to finance

share values of $1.00 per

1 to 1 ½ points higher than most bank

with the SEC, or issued prospectuses

for the bogus

constant

rates than bank

that were better than bank deposits.

registered

Goren received

higher interest

funds,
by the

The cash that

his lavish lifestyle,

of principal,

notes and to redeem

The

or to make

mutual

funds

6

of other claimants.

Goren also purported to sell to other claimants
actually existed.
Investors in this fund scheme

shares in mutual funds that
believed that Goren was

purchasing
bona fide mutual funds (e.__., Vanguard, Putnam, Kemper) for their
accounts and received written confirmations
of such purchases and monthly
account statements.
Although these transactions
were never executed, the
information
provided on the account and confirmation
statements mirrored
what would have happened had the given transaction been executed.
Goren
tracked each mutual fund that he purported to purchase on behalf of an
investor in order to generate account statements that accurately reflected the
value of the bona fide mutual fund in question.
Because real securities existed
at all times and could be purchased to satisfy these claims to complete the
claimants'
transactions
with the Debtor, the Trustee has treated these claims as
securities claims, rather than cash claims. In contrast to the situation with the
Claimants in this appeal, claimants checking on their mutual funds would
receive every indication that the fund existed, complied with all regulatory
requirements
and performed as Goren represented.
Moreover, unlike the
situation

with respect

to Claimants

here, the Trustee

of the real securities involved and use SIPC advances
securities to return to claimants.
7
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i

could identify
to purchase

the shares
missing

Pursuant
Order,

to the Claims

a hearing

to resolve

uphold

objections.

decision"

District

Order

Bench

Claimants

sought reconsideration

Joint Mot. Recons.,
on February

the reference

motion to uphold

that the receipt

of bogus share purchase

that Claimants
confirmed

involved

had securities

actual securities.

indicated

additional

bogus shares of the bogus mutual

Claimants

also were entitled
According

statements

that bogus dividends

confirming

Court,

only the purchase

i

and

and sustaining
Court held

and monthly

statements

claims, whether

or not the

In addition,

of the fictitious

because

the account

to purchase
Court held that the

dividends

of confirmation

as securities
and account

of bogus shares and reinvestment

8
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the

J.A. 761.)

The District

funds, the District

the receipt

to the

(Mem. and

a Memorandum

were being reinvested

to satisfaction

to the District

and Order,

his determinations

confirmations

statements

claims.

(Mere.

and Order, J.A. 773.)

somehow

matter.

6, 2002, Judge Platt withdrew

the issue de novo.

(Mem.

Judge Bemstein

19, 2002, and suggested

on May 28, 2002, Judge Platt issued

the Trustee's

of Judge

J.A. 757.)

as to this contested

On March

objections.

transactions

Op., J.A. 735.)

(Order Withdrawing

the Claimants'

established

(Prelim.

to

decision.

and agreed to decide

denying

motion

his preliminary

J.A. 759.)

Subsequently,

the Trustee's

issued

himself

Court that it withdraw

reference

2001 denying

for reconsideration

Order Den. Recons.,

Tr., J.A. 511 .) Judge Bemstein

sua s_ponte recused

(Claimants'

denied their motion

on June 25,2001,

Bernstein

Ct., J.A. 750.)

recusal.

Stan Bernstein

30, 2002, Judge

from the case and vacated

Bemstein's

set forth in the Administrative

with regard to these Claimants.

on January

Op. and Recusing

(Hr'g

in December

his determination

Subsequently,

Procedures

was held before the Honorable

the Claimants'

a "preliminary

Resolution

of

bogus dividends
securities

created

a legitimate

in Claimants

The District

Court ignored

dealing

with the satisfaction

history

and purpose,

purchase

ARGUMENT

the relevant

of customer

in holding

of a non-existent

OF THE

case law and the provisions

claims,

as well as SIPA's

that the issuance

mutual

of a fictitious

way to treat claims

consistent

to determine

net equity claims

for cash equal to the amounts

any withdrawals

or redemptions.

only result that is consistent
purpose,

and the federal

SIPA protects
and remedies
property

claimants'

the Trustee

account

is authorized

function

losses by having

that the broker-dealer

Where a claimant's

7.

the "custodial"

certain

or

securities
have

with the broker-dealer

its legislative

history

and

SIPA is a part.

broker-dealers

should be holding

under

in these cases reach the

of SIPA,

the Trustee

should contain

for fictitious

deposited

laws of which

of the

(as here) that Claimants

The decisions

with the language

securities

confirmation

Court did not discuss

even cite -- makes clear that the proper
with SIPA is for the Trustee

of SIPA

legislative

fund gives rise to a claim for securities

All of the case law on point -- which the District

minus

that they held

in their accounts. 7
SUMMARY

SIPA.

expectation

perform

for claimants

return to them the actual

for them in their accounts.
existent

to use SIPC cash advances--up

securities,

but does not,

to $500,000--to

purchase

In its May 28, 2002, Memorandum
and Order, the District Court purported
calculate what each Clamant had claimed.
Upon review of the District

to

Court's decision, the parties realized that the District Court had improperly
calculated some of the claims. The Trustee and Claimants entered into a
Stipulation,
which was subsequently
signed by the District Court, agreeing on
amounts that would be owed to Claimants if their claims were for securities
and if they were entitled
(Stipulation

NY 679376_7

i

Regarding

to the payment
Total Claimants'

of non-existent
Claims,

dividends.

J.A. 794.)

securities
extent

of the "same
practicable

security

to return

in question

the Trustee

class

filing

claimant's
use SIPC

cash

cash

reason

SIPA

value.

should

SIPA

contain

advances--up

on the open

to $100,000---to

SIPA

to the claimant

but does

78111(11).

If the

authorizes

based

not, the Trustee

return

to the

78fff-2(d).

for purchase,

§§ 78fff-2Co),

cash,

market

§ § 78fff-l(b),

not available

in lieu of the security

date market

account

of an issuer"

to the claimant.

is for some

to provide

security's

and series

on the

Where

a

is authorized

to the claimant.

SIPA

to
§

78fff-3(a)(l).

SIPC

Though

classifying

advance

being

made

this result

is unavoidable.

distinction

has existed

pay a claim
distinction

for return
exists

protected

than

Congress

believed

disadvantage
custodial

statute

cash

brokers'

pay for cash

frauds.
Trustee

claimants

in a bank

As all the cases

and not for return

dealer

for the purchase

i

customer

claims,

than

cash

advance

at a

could
similar

system.

SIPA

protects

against

limit
cash

to claimants

broker-dealer

to

This

system

that

the higher

for return

of cash.

that

broker-dealer

securities

a

Trustee

a situation

banking

will use the higher

ago,

will not be better

bank,

regulated

years

to a SIPA

for return

ordinarily

a SIPC

thirty

a broker-dealer

behind

only
to what

is a

on securities
advance

from

who

hold

securities

have

been

holding

the FDIC

would

account.
hold,

Claimants

of"securities"

where

of non-existent

only
they

or fictitious
l0
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of their

to be a panacea

The theory

whose

on point

"cash"

in a lower

can advance

securities

intended

results

more

a federally-insured

regulated

for cash

to a claim

with

the federally

was never

will receive
held

on deposit

place

SIPC

as opposed

with

identifiable

In contrast,

for them

the amount

deposited

which

to purchase

claims.

enactment

SIPA's

of securities

is that a SIPA

SIPC

Since
between

would

as claims

in satisfaction

so that cash

cash

claims

to Claimants

to the federally

unscrupulous
claims

Claimants'

can have
deposit
securities.

claims

money

for return
with

A fictitious

of

a brokersecurity,

such as the bogus mutual
by SIPA.

It is not a security

it cannot be retumed
trustee.

funds touted

fictitious

security

is simply

that the broker-dealer

to, or purchased

A SIPA trustee

by Goren,

cannot

not a "security"

covered

could have purchased.

on the open market

In turn,

for, a claimant

by a SIPA

assign a filing date value (other than "zero")

or find a "similar"

security

to replace

it without

to a

compounding

the fiction.
Moreover,
being afforded

classifying

some degree of SIPA protection.

been for securities,
security

the claims as claims

existed

no delivery

to deliver.

Instead,

fund as "unavailable"

the non-existent

security.

to Claimants

If Claimants'

Pursuant

the statute would require

to the net equity definition

it is the amount

have been owed to Claimants

that would

the amount

classifying

the Claimants'

owed to Claimants
net equity claims

below

ignores,

laws, of which

Before

i

in SIPA, the amount
fund.

value assigned

Court held.

positions

Rather,

of such customer"

SIPA § 78111(11). Under this

as claims

Thus, although

for securities

would allow

to apply, it also would result in the

something

and to a large extent undermines,

SIPA is a part.

Indeed,

and encourages

can be recognized

11
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to treat

zero net equity claims.

to fraud by broker-dealers

investors.

no

had the debtor liquidated

would be zero.

upper limit on SIPA protection

The decision

invitation

as the District

owed by the customer.

calculation

the securities

statements,

on the filing date, all securities

less any net indebtedness

having

because

the Trustee

fund is not the fraudulent

account

Claimants

in fact had

would be the filing date value of the bogus mutual

to it by Goren on fictitious

for the higher

claims

and to satisfy the claim with cash in lieu of

The filing date value of the bogus mutual

"by sale or purchase

in Claimants

could have been made by the Trustee

the non-existent

remitted

for cash results

the decision

the scheme

is an open

a lack of vigilance

as a security

by

under SIPA, it must

of

have the basic requisites

of a security

under federal laws.

The bogus mutual

funds

had none of these requisites.
There is no dispute
securities

and therefore

of SIPA protection.

that Claimants

became

their confirmations

to them.

For example,

were not listed in newspapers
No regulatory

authority

investors

statement

funded

or account

There were no prospectuses

can exist for unregistered,

statement.

by the legitimate

and imprudence
safeguards
claims

portion

unscrupulous

brokers

or

a written

make the SIPC fund, which is
industry,

the guarantor

of fraud

and turns the theory of investor

protection

and system

of investor

on its head.

market,

phantom

of the securities

Allowing

does not foster SIPA's

securities

to

existence.

non-existent

to believe

Such actions

investor

prices of the securities

even to go along with a wink and a nod as long as they receive
confirmation

into

funds listed on

that a prudent

had any record of the funds'

will have every incentive

to some degree

was ever entered

of a real security

the account

funds to purchase

entitled

Nor did the bogus mutual

or other sources.

If a claim for securities
entities,

of the Debtor

of any actual security

have any of the indicia

might have expected.

review.

"customers"

But no purchase

on their behalf or confirmed

had the intent to deposit

but rather

claims for fictitious

goal of encouraging
fosters

securities

individuals

fraud, and promotes

as securities
to trade in the public

a lack of vigilance

among

investors.
The District
Trustee

treat the disputed

manifest

error.

here, where
existent

Court relied entirely

as claims

received

The Series

with the classification

where

i

This reliance

a situation

to confirm

500 Rules were passed

of claims

or sale) straddled

purported

was

the purchase

for a limited

the filing date of the SIPA liquidation.

that the

such as the one

the trade date of a securities

12
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for securities.

The Series 500 Rules do not govern

the confirmation

security.

purchase

claims

on the Series 500 Rules to mandate

purpose:

of a nonto deal

transaction

(i.e.

The Series 500

rules do not rewrite

the nation's

bona fide or convert

non-existent

create bright-line,
been purchased
determining

securities

laws to make fraudulent

securities

into real ones.

black letter rules for determining
or sold for a customer.

whether

securities

rather

fictitious

securities.

a claimant

The Series 500 Rules

when an actual security

The Series

has a customer

transactions

has

500 Rules have no bearing

on

claim for the return of fictitious

than a claim for the return of funds deposited

to purchase

In order for Series 500 Rules to apply, the security

the

in question

must exist.
Finally,
protection
wholly

the District

by adding

fictitious

a metaphorical

non-existent

securities.

interest

crafted

clear that non-existent

as precisely

dividends

are not customer

claims

v. Nu Tech Bio Med,
Bank v. John Hancock
are no contested

and dividends

or interest
protected

i

of SIPA

to the supposed

value of

the District

laws and

The case law under the statute

supposedly

"earned"

in

is

on non-existent

by SIPA.
OF REVIEW

Court's

conclusions

of law de novo.

Inc., 303 F.3d 212, 219 (2d Cir. 2002);
Mut. Life Ins. Co., 302 F.3d

facts in this case.

13
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and distortion

in the real world of the securities
as SIPA.

STANDARD
This Court reviews

the fiction

Like piling Pelion on Ossa, this may seem possible

world but is not possible

not under a statute

shares

Court compounded

Gurar2

Harris Trust & Say.

18, 26 (2d Cir. 2002).

There

ARGUMENT
THE TRUSTEE
CORRECTLY
DETERMINED
THAT
THE DISPUTED
CLAIMS SHOULD BE TREATED
AS
CLAIMS FOR CASH AND NOT CLAIMS FOR THE

Io

FICTITIOUS

VALUE

The District

Court ignored

with the satisfaction
purpose,

OF THE BOGUS
relevant

of customer

in holding

claims,

of the purchase

funds into real ones.
here did not exist.
claims

of the purchase

creditors

bear the burden

"known as 'customers'");

111, 115 (Bankr.
Packer,

Oakmont,

Wilbur
A.

S.D.N.Y.

CASE

TRUSTEE'S
The central
purchase

Inc., 229 B.R. 273,278

ON

of non-existent

that they have
SIPA

(Banka-. S.D.N.Y.

that they are the type of priority
Clearing

Corp., 204 B.R.

of proof on claimants);

see also SECv.

POINT

SUPPORTS

that claimants

who deposit

is whether

securities

under SIPA.

by a Bankruptcy

Although

THE

claims that are based on the

are claims

Court.

money

is later confirmed

for return of cash or claims

this is an issue of first impression

has been decided

directly

for the purchase

in

by two Courts of Appeals

Both the Sixth and Third Circuits
of non-existent

have held

securities

to them by the debtor have net equity claims

14
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funds at issue

DETERMINATIONS.

and indirectly
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can

bogus mutual

for return of cash.

In re Adler Coleman

LAW

this exact question

whose purchase

transform

and

mutual

Under no circumstance

of demonstrating

to claims

1997) (burden

history

that the bogus mutual

of proving

issue in this appeal

for return of securities
this Circuit,

legislative

& Co., 498 F.2d 978 (2d Cir. 1974).

ALL

intended

of SIPA dealing

of non-existent

securities

have conceded

as opposed

SIPC v. Stratton

1999) ("Claimants

under SIPA.

They cannot meet their burden

for return of securities

§ 78fff-2(b);

as well as SIPA's

of non-existent

Claimants

FUND.

case law, provisions

that the confirmation

funds gives rise to a claim for securities
the confirmation

MUTUAL

for

cash.

Plumbers

& Steamfitters

Local 490 Severance

re First Ohio Secs. Co.), 39 F.3d
Cir. 1994) (unpublished

& Ret. Fund v. Appleton

1181, No. 93-3313,

opinion), 8 cert. denied,

1994 WL 599433,

Secs., Co., 480 F.2d 1121, 1127 (3d Cir.), cert. denied

Seligsohn

v. SEC, 414 U.S. 1111 (1973).

In Plumbers
investors

believed

"pooled

("First

of deposit"
Ohio").

proceeding,

notices

the investors

$3 million

the securities

in question

for cash rather

expectation

worth of

& Ret.

of First Ohio, sent investors

account

statements,

Id.:. After SIPC initiated

and used
a

filed claims

with the Trustee

for

and cash.

Id. The Trustee

determined

never existed

and confirmations.

over $3 million

First Ohio Securities

the founder

use.

Fund,

Local 490 Severance

and fictitious

in securities

than for securities

they had a legitimate
District

& Steamfitters

funds for his own personal

approximately

statements

by the debtor,

SECv.

sub nom.

& Retirement

collectively,

at * 1. Gilmartin,

bogus purchase-confirmation

liquidation

offered

Plumbers

1994 WL 599433,

the investors'

Local 490 Severance

that they had purchased,

certificates

Company
Fund,

& Steamfitters

at *1 (6th

514 U.S. 1018 (1995);

Aberdeen

and therefore

treated

based on the information
Id__:.The Trustee

rejected

that their accounts

Court agreed with the Trustee's

(In

their claims

that

as claims

in the bogus account
claimants

contained

arguments

securities.

that

The

determination:

All of the rules and legislative history cited by appellants on the
legitimate expectations
and satisfaction
of claims for securities is

.

Appellants cite to this unpublished
opinion of the Sixth Circuit (a copy of
which is contained in the addendum to the brief) because, as this Court has
previously recognized,
"the Sixth Circuit allows parties (and, by extension,
courts) to cite its unpublished
opinion when such opinions have precedential
value in relation to a material issue in a case and..,
there is no published
opinion that would serve as well." United States v. Leon, 203 F.3d 162, 164
n.3 (2d Cir. 2000) (_
6th Circuit Rule 24(c)).
15
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determinative
of a security of such type being in existence.
Not only
were these "securities"
never purchased,
they never existed.
Therefore, with no evidence presented that would enable this Court to
find the non-existence
of the securities clearly erroneous, the
conclusion of law that [claimants]
were each entitled to one cash
claim was correct as a matter of law.

Plumbers

& Steamfitters

Local 490 Severance

Ohio Sees. Co.), No. 92CV0349,
(unpublished

& Ret. Fund v. Appleton

(In re First

at 3 (N.D. Ohio Feb. 18, 1993) (Lambros,

J.)

order) 9.

On appeal,

the Sixth Circuit

affirmed,

stating:

[u]nfortunately
for the plaintiffs here, the record fully supports the
finding by the trustee and by both the bankruptcy
and district courts
that the "pooled certificates
of deposit" which were the subject of the
agreement between the plaintiffs and the broker-dealer
not only were
not purchased by Gilmartin but, indeed, never even existed. Given
this fact, the only legal conclusion possible is that the claims against
First Ohio were ones "for cash" and not "for securities."
As the
district judge
broker-dealer's
fraud.
Plumbers

& Steamfitters

* 1 (emphasis

noted, SIPA is intended to protect investors against a
insolvency;
it is not designed to achieve restitution for

Local 490 Severance

of a prospective

Aberdeen
new issue.

Securities
Aberdeen

were paid for, and the trade confirmed

dealer

Co. ("Aberdeen").

underwriting

SIPA liquidation

Company,

Aberdeen

Aberdeen

subsequently

by its broker,

remitted

were received,

was initiated

order is contained
16
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at

shares

to the claimant

both the issuer and the underwriter

proceeding

had purchased

The shares

Although

A copy of Judge Lambros'

NY 679376_7

the claimant

Sees., Co., 480 F.2d at 1127.

the offer, no certificates

stock could be issued,

9.

1994 WL 599433,

added).

In SECv.

Securities

& Ret. Fund,

the funds to the brokerld___:.
Instead,

before

went into bankruptcy.
for Aberdeen,

in the addendum

and the

to the brief.

the
A

claimant

filed a claim in that proceeding•

value, the Aberdeen
claimant,

Trustee

a conclusion

Third Circuit

determined

because

commenting

the non-existent

that no payment

that was affirmed

disagreed,

Because

security

had no

could be made to the

by the lower court.

Id___.
On appeal,

the

as follows:

the facts demonstrate

that since this particular

stock was not

in existence, the purchase never could be made. [Claimants],
therefore, do not have a claim for the stock itself....
We have no
doubt, however, that the "dollar amount" of a customer's
account
includes his cash which the broker has, or should have, been holding•.
•. Thus, if under local law, or by virtue of regulations
under which it
operated, the debtor was obligated to refund the $500 to the
[claimants] because of inability to deliver the Boatland stock, then
there would be a claim for cash properly included in the term "net
equity."
480 F.2d at 1127 (following
had deposited

for the purchase

In addition,

claimants

deposited

included

certificates

returned

to claimants

stock).

$140,000

N.D. Ohio

1992) (unpublished

with the debtor

of deposit

("CDs")
determined

for the purchase

and a mutual

of securities

had a net equity claim

and paid them $141,203.58

this payment

based on his belief that the CDs and the "All America

existed•

Subsequently,

the Trustee

America

Fund existed•

Id___:
Because

asserted

that the claimants'
to the $100,000

therefore

I0.

filed a turnover

discovered

statutory

limit on SIPC advances

proceeding

to recover

order is contained
17
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The Trustee

made

Fund" actually

the CDs nor the All

were fictitious

claim was not for securities

A copy of the Appleton

NY 679376_7

interest).

that neither

the securities

which

fund, the "All America

that the claimants
(including

Order), I° the

for securities

subject

the cash they

v. Hardy (In re First Ohio Secs., Co.), No. 590-

(Bankr.

Id___:.
at 2. The Trustee

the Trustee

of the Boatland

in Appleton

0072, Adv. No. 92-5085

Fund."

remand

the Trustee

but for cash and thus
for cash claims.

the $41,203.58

in the addendum

He

excess payment.

to the brief.

Id...__.
The claimants
that the Trustee
proceeding

filed a motion to dismiss
could not recover

the excess payment

does not create an "estate"

"property

of the estate"

created,

SIPC advances

relevant

materials

is recoverable

and construing

to dismiss.

that the Trustee

neither

and (2) even if an estate is

court's

deposit

did not exist claimants

the overpayment

Accord

to uphold

had claims

Plumbers

history

and the securities

(Bankr.

& Steamfitters
bankruptcy
that where

of a non-existent

security

statement.

regulatory

scheme

was confirmed

to

monthly

customer

account

broker-dealer

claim for cash in situation

statements

indicating

investments

Secs., Inc.), 925 F.2d 325,329

did not hold shares of a security
18

on

and

223 F.3d 1296 (11th Cir. 2000)

bonds but where no such bonds were "in fact" purchased);
Univ., (In re Brentwood

did

Secs., Inc.), 218 B.R.

specified

i

of

of which SIPA is a part.

Secs., Inc., (In re Old Naples

had asserted

and

certificates

with SIPA, its purposes

had received

NY 679376_7

court's

These cases are directly

claimants

(debtor

Local 490

for cash not securities).

M.D. Fla. 1998), affd,

that claimants

Pepperdine

when

had a claim for the return of cash and not on

or lack of, a confirmation

See also, SIPC v. Old Naples

(finding

acknowledged

made to the claimants

determination

point and reach the only result that is consistent

981,985-86

denied

In all of these cases the courts relied on the fact that the security

not exist in ruling that the claimant

legislative

and therefore

at *2 (affirming

Trustee's

all the

to claimants,

of their claim as one for securities

In all of these cases the purchase

the existence,

Code only

Id____.
After reviewing

were "specious"

1994 WL 599433,

district

the claimant.

of the estate.

Id__.__.
at 4. In doing so, the court implicitly

& Ret. Fund,

(1) a SIPA

by a Trustee,

arguments

classification

decision

on two grounds:

argued

to the Bankruptcy

the funds nor the CDs existed.

Severance

Claimants

the facts in the light most favorable

had a right to recover

based on his incorrect

action.

and pursuant

are not property

the court held that the claimants'
their motion

the Trustee's

for a claimant

where
in non-

SIPC v.
(9th Cir. 1991)
where the

shares did not issue);
610 (Bankr.

M.D. Fla. 1993) (because

certificates

of deposit

they invested
415,419-20

(Bankr.

debtor misappropriated

promised);

and had received

would have nonetheless

date even if it had been purchased,

Jones Co., 52 B.R. 810, 813-14 (Bankr.

orders

and Investors

to purchase

purchased,

while claimants

non-existent

securities

intended

(.Aberdeen)

bona

on such purchases

into cash prior to the filing

had a claim for cash); In re June S.

D. Or. 1985) (distinguishing

even though

in Aberdeen

to purchase

had in fact been made, and where

based on the fact that June S. Jones'

bona fide securities

and

Sec. Corp., 6 B.R.

payments

matured

claimants

their money

In re Investors

interest

162 B.R. 597,

had a claim for the principal

claimants

but where no such purchases

of deposit

Aberdeen

claimants

W.D. Pa. 1980) (where

of deposit

for seven months,

& Co., (In re C.J. Wright),

were not purchased

and not for the interest

fide certificates

certificate

SIPC v. C.J. Wright

claimants

placed

they were not actually

and Investors

or securities

case from

placed

orders to purchase

that would have matured

into cash

on the filing date (Investors)).
B.

SIPA AND ITS LEGISLATIVE
PURPOSE
SUPPORT
DETERMINATIONS.

In interpreting
Sonotone

HISTORY

AND

THE TRUSTEE'S

SIPA, this Court must look first to its language.

Corp., 442 U.S. 330, 337 (1979);

SEC v. Ambassador

See Reiter

v.

Church Fin./Dev.

Group, Inc., 679 F.2d 608, 611 (6th Cir. 1982); In re MV Secs., Inc., 48 B.R. 156,
159 (Barrier. S.D.N.Y.

1985).

customer

or a "securities"

has a "cash"

The language

equity" is based on cash or securities
or as otherwise

established

See In re Bell & Beckwith,

claim depends
as shown

to the satisfaction

i

upon whether

a

his or her "net

on the debtor's books and records
of the Trustee.

SIPA § 78fff-2(b).

937 F.2d 1104, 1106 (6th Cir. 1991); SECv.

19
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of SIPA makes clear that whether

Albert &

Maguire

Secs. Co., 378 F. Supp. 906, 911 (E.D. Pa. 1974).. _ The fact that

Claimants

deposited

securities

qualifies

transaction
purchase

monies

them as "customers,"

confirmed

to therrv--a

of a real security

Indisputably,

with the Debtor

Company

requirements

requirements

(E.D.N.Y.
claims

2002).

See SIPA § 78111(2).

with the SEC pursuant

with the

reporting

Act of 1934, and (3) issue a prospectus

conceded

and the District

funds did not exist.

Since no securities

Had it

to Section

(2) comply

Act of 1933 and periodic

Exchange

the

SECv.

Goren,

ever existed,

Court acknowledged
206 F. Supp. 2d 344, 351

the Claimants'

net equity

had to be for cash.
Congress

equity"

has mandated

is to be determined

claimant's

in clear and specific

for purposes

courts as well as SIPA trustees

or purchase

by "calculating

to such customer

part, section

78fff-2(b)

"net

SIPC cash advances,

and SIPC itself must adhere

on the filing date, all securities

In pertinent

terms how a claimant's

of permitting

net equity claim is determined

have been owed by the debtor

11.

of a bogus security--into

to them.

to: (1) register

of the Securities

In fact, Claimants

that the bogus mutual

purchase

Act of 1940 (the "1940 Act"),

of the Securities

for investors.

purported

the fictitious

fund at issue here was not a bona fide fund.

been, it would have been required

registration

of purchasing

but this does not change

that can be returned

the bogus mutual

8 of the Investment

for the purpose

to that language.

the sum which

of such customer"

A

would

if the debtor had liquidated,

position

and the

by sale

minus any

of SIPA provides:

After receipt of a written statement of claim...,
the trustee shall promptly
discharge, in accordance
with the provisions of this section, all obligations
of the debtor to a customer relating to, or net equity claims based upon,
securities or cash, by the delivery of securities or the making of payment
or for the account of such customer..,
insofar as such obligations
are
ascertainable
from the books and records of the debtor or are otherwise
established
to the satisfaction of the trustee.
20
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to

indebtedness.

SIPA § 78111(11). Here, there were no securities

could have liquidated
should

by sale on the filing date.

have contained

securities.

claims.

contained

Nowhere

claimant

securities

reasonably

does not alter the nature

in the net equity definition

legitimate

expectation.

accounts

with the Debtor

may have thought,

to purchase

or otherwise,

The legislative

depends

history

that

of their net equity

does SIPA state that whether

has a net equity claim for cash or securities

subjective

Claimants'

the cash that they had deposited

The fact that Claimants

their accounts

Instead,

that the Debtor

a

upon his or her

of SIPA does not support

such a proposition.
1.

SIPA's Legislative History Confirms
Claimants have Claims for Cash.

With roots in Section
is a federal

statutory

were in visa

scheme

60e of the Bankruptcy
designed

vis their broker-dealer
claim is similar

recognized,

"SIPA was not designed
collapse."

1974) (emphasis

SECv.

added).

Packer,

(S.D.N.Y.

Schultz

not function

Kennedy

the small investor

as an insurer

financial

protection

to the customers

statutory

of registered
21
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scheme

of a

(2d Cir.

that Congress

only as is apparent

an insolvent
S.D.N.Y.

designed

broker-dealers

in that

were

1993 WL 546671,

of SIPA are limited

of all claims against

is a federal

A SIPA

to all victims

90% of the total dollar value of all accounts

that protections

they

& Co., 533 F.2d 1314,

(noting

v. Omni Mut. Inc., No. 93-3700,

that "SIPA

in liquidation.

full protection

also In re A.R. Baron & Co., 226 B.R. 790, 793 (Bankr.
(explaining

to the position

SIPA

As this Court has

426 U.S. 936 (1976)

Dec. 30, 1993) (noting

statute,

Wilbur & Co., 498 F.2d 978,983

SIPA with the intent to protect

unprotected);

"does

to provide

See SIPC v. Morgan,

at the time it was enacted

"customers"

to a claim for reclamation.

1317, n.4 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,
enacted

Act, a reclamation

before it was placed

"customer"

brokerage

to restore

that

at *1

and SIPC

broker").

See

1998)

to afford

limited

who experience

financial

difficulty");

(Bankr.

S.D.N.Y.

limited

by statute;

SIPA remedies
property

In re Adler Coleman

that "SIPC's

it does not attempt

to make all customers

customers'

losses by having

from the insolvency
reprinted

of the broker-dealer.");

in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N.
real securities,

advances

securities

Clearing

Corp.,

("The distribution

of a security

1974); SECv.

and

See SECv.

Howard

15, at *7 (Bankr.

S.D.N.Y.

where the loss arises directly

Where a customer's

at 2 (1978),

account

is authorized

should contain

to use SIPC cash

of the "same class and series of an issuer"

to the extent practicable.

re Adler Coleman

12.

764.

return to them the actual

S. Rep. No. 95-763

but does not, the Trustee

only to purchase

the open market

situations

_z Instead,

on the filing date.

& Co., 375 F. Supp. 867, 871 (S.D.N.Y.

to remedy

whole.").

is

for them in their accounts

from the broker-dealer

1975) ("The Act is designed

certain

the Trustee

& Co., 74 Civ. 193, 1975 Bankr. LEXIS

195 B.R. 266, 273

role in a SIPA liquidation

should have been holding

that they could have claimed

Lawrence

Corp.,

1996) (recognizing

that the broker

S.J. Salmon

Clearing

SIPA §§ 78fff-l(b),

195 B.R. 266, 273 (Bankr.

78fff-2(d).
S.D.N.Y.

on

See In
1996)

of the same class and series of an issuer as the

As discussed earlier, SIPA was intended to insure against such practices as the
broker-dealers'
misappropriation
of customer property in its possession, and
failure to properly segregate securities entrusted to the broker-dealer
for
safekeeping,

sale, or as collateral

for margin

loans.

SIPA was not intended

to

provide protection in addition to that already provided by law for other types
of claims against broker-dealers
such as fraud and breach of contract.
Hearings
Commerce
Commerce,

on Securities

Investor

Protection

Act Before

the Subcomm.

on

and Fin. of the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign
91st Cong. 2d Sess., at 230 (1970). See In re Adler Coleman

Clearing Corp., 198 B.R. 70, 75 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1996) (No SIPA protection
for claims based on fraud or breach of contract.); Howard Lawrence Co., 1975
Bankr. LEXIS 15, at *7 ("The SIPA does not protect customer claims based
on fraud or breach of contract.").
22
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security

credited

that customer's

to the customer's

claim for that security.")

In short, a SIPA Trustee
return the property
the claimant.
series,

account

Where

the property

the broker-dealer

(Emphasis

is authorized

the broker-dealer

should

that can be returned
by the customer.

nonexistent

The statute's
SIPA proceeding
actually

existed

to satisfy

added).

to step into the shoes of the debtor and
have been holding

there is no issuer and no covered

on the filing date to

security

of any class or

can only be the cash originally

There is no authority

case law, or Series 500 Rules for a Trustee
purchase

on the filing date is deemed

anywhere

to use cash advances

entrusted

to

in the statute,
to pretend

to

securities.
legislative

is to restore

history

unambiguously

customers

as nearly

reflects

as possible

that the goal of a
their accounts

as they

on the filing date:

Under present law, because securities belonging to customers may
have been lost, improperly hypothecated,
misappropriated,
never
purchased or even stolen, it is not always possible to provide to
customers that which they expect to receive, that is, securities which
they maintained
in their brokerage account.
Instead, when the
customer claims for a security exceed the supply available to the
trustee in the debtor's estate, then customers generally receive pro rata
portions of the securities claims, and as to any remainder,
they receive
cash based on the market value as of the filing date .... A principal
underlying purpose of the bill is to permit a customer to receive
securities to the maximum extent possible instead of cash, in
satisfaction
of a claim for securities.
By seeking to make customer
accounts whole and returning them to customers in the form they
existed on the filing date, the amendments
not only would satisfy the
customers'
legitimate expectations,
but also would restore the
customer to his position prior to the broker-dealer's
financial
difficulties.
• S. Rep. No. 95-763

at 2 (1978), reprinted

in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N.

added).

23
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765 (emphasis

Thus, in most instances
in the broker-dealer's
necessary.

possession

that securities

be purchased

that actually

for customers

_3 It is for this reason that the limit on advances

than for claims

involving

to the same limitations

13.

SIPA requires

This intent is clearly
In broad
provide
receive
John Q.
$200 in

using SIPC's
on securities

return of cash while SIPA advances
as FDIC protection

evidenced

exist but are not
funds if

is higher

for cash are subject

for cash._4

in the following

statement:

terms, there are three problems for which the present Act does not
adequate solutions.
The First is that customers generally expect to
what is in their accounts when the member stops doing business.
If
Investor has 100 fully-paid shares of IBM and a credit balance of
his account, he expects to receive from the trustee a stock

certificate for 100 shares of IBM and a check for $200. But in many
instances that has not always been possible because securities have been
lost, improperly hypothecated,
misappropriated,
never purchased, or even
stolen. When there are valid claims for more IBM stock than is on hand,
under the present status John Q. will receive only a pro rata share of his
100 shares. For the remainder of the shares due him, he will receive cash
in lieu of stock based on the market price on the date the liquidation
proceeding
is initiated.
Naturally, if IBM stock goes up in price while
John Q. is waiting to have his claim settled, he will be decidedly unhappy
with the check he receives from the trustee. On the other hand, if IBM
declines in price, we may receive no complaints from John Q.
Statement

by Hugh F. Owens,

Chairman,

SIPC Before

the Subcommittee

on

Consumer
Protection and Fin. Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Comm.,
House of Representatives,
Aug. 1, 1977, 95 th Cong. 1st Sess. on H.R. 8331 at
82.
14.

SIPA allows a Trustee to satisfy a customer claim for securities by paying the
customer the filing date value of the securities in question in instances where
the purchase of the securities would be detrimental to the estate. The 1978
Amendments'

legislative

Our expectation
securities
necessary,

history

provides:

is that, in almost

would be satisfied
to accomplish

all cases, a customer's

by the delivery

i

and, where

this the trustee would go into the open market
24
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of securities,

claim for

In enacting
qualified

SIPA, Congress

customer

provisions

are satisfied.

of SIPA that provide

claims discussed
the Trustee
paying

claims

provided

above and substituted

cash equal to the fictitious

never

final account

in fact earned

however,

Goren,

of"securities"

to the District

claims

that include

by the Debtor.

the interlocking

and satisfaction
According

under which

Court,

and satisfy them by
funds as shown

interest

on the

and dividends

206 F. Supp. 2d at 350.

the option to satisfy claims

does not apply where the security

As

for
in

is nonexistent.

As recognized
would

Court ignored

as securities

amounts

with cash in lieu of securities

question

framework

value of the bogus mutual

statements,

or received

its own.

claims

the case law cited above recognizes,
securities

The District

for the calculation

should treat Claimants'

Claimants'

the exclusive

not benefit

2(b) which,
customers,

in Aberdeen

Claimants.

in relevant
all securities

Securities,

a contrary

In view of the net equity definition

part, provides

that for "purposes

interpretation
and section

of distributing

shall be valued as of the close of business

date," the amount

remitted

filing date market

value of the non-existent

added).

accepting

to the customer

The filing date market

for the non-existent
fund.

securities

to

on the filing

shares would be the

SIPA § 78fff-2(b)

value of the non-existent

78fff-

(emphasis

fund is not the fraudulent

and purchase securities.
We believe, however, that it is advisable to
provide that the trustee would not be required to purchase securities where
that could not be done in a fair and orderly market.
One chief concern is
that the trustee not be required

to make purchases

in a market

which

is

being improperly
controlled or manipulated.
This may be of particular
significance
where the member being liquidated was a market maker.
Under those circumstances,
the trustee would decline to purchase the
needed securities and would instead satisfy the claim by paying cash in lieu
of the securities based on the market value of the securities on the filing
date.
1977 H. Rep. at 41-42.
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value assigned
held.

Rather,

Debtor

to it by Goren

on fictitious

it is the amount

that would

liquidated

positions"

less any net indebtedness

calculation
market

"by sale or purchase

the amount

value would

claims as claims
protection

be zero.

As the Third Circuit

consistent

with the statutes.

The Trustee

owed by them.

with SIPC's

classifying

held in Aberdeen

See Aberdeen

not moved

followed

allow.

for substantive

nothing

between

claims

of such claims

result and the only result

For example,

case law and
not only fairly

had the Trustee

these and other

alone and would have

as of the filing date ofa SIPA proceeding

that courts

cannot

cash claims

ignore.

and securities

The distinction

securities

claimants

Congress

decided

investor's

claim should

between

From its inception,
claims

by providing

collapse

for securities

the protection

afforded

in the context

of a SIPA liquidation

that the protection

SIPA afforded

held in bank accounts.

not be greater

See SIPA Amendments:

and securities

being

is an integral

part of

Congress

distinguished

for a greater
claims

SIPC advance

than for cash

to cash claimants

to the cash component

Hearing

and

came about because

than what was provided

26
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treatment

cash being held in an account

in the event of the broker-dealer's
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net equity

for their losses.

The distinction

claims.

having

consolidation,

recovered

between

net equity

upper limit on SIPA

to treat these and other claimants

would have no claims against New Times

the statute

the Claimants'

the statute and relevant

claimants

held in an account

with no

Secs., Co., 480 F.2d at 1127.

as the statute can possibly

consent

had the

securities

Securities,

is the more equitable

in fact have gone as far as possible
but as generously

for non-existent

also result in the Claimants

and SIPC closely

Court

SIPA § 78111(11). Under this

would allow for the higher

as for cash rather than securities

as the District

on the filing date, all [of their] securities

Thus, although

for securities

statements

have been owed to Claimants

owed to Claimants

to apply, it would

of zero.

account

of an

by the FDIC to cash

Before

the Subcomm.

on

Securities

of the Comm.

on Banking,

Cong. 2d Sess. 2 (1978)
increase

in coverage

the "same

insurance

depositors

receive

6831 Before
Interstate

protection

cash coverage

Commerce,

the FDIC and FSLIC

accomplish

from $40,000

Protection

guarantee

Investor

Protection

91 st Cong.,

2d Sess.

SIPA:

every time that SIPA has been amended
for cash claims
accounts.
claims

are inherent

legal fictions

them as securities

The distinction
and coverage

for cash are entitled

are entitled

to $500,000

under the statute.

to provide

claimants

brokers
Hearings

no security

account.
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increased.

for

is to
on H.R.
on

Commerce,
General

SIPA coverage

to cash held in bank

to $100,000

Courts cannot

that

the

the Subcomm.

Acting

of

has been maintained

SIPC advance.

more protection

where

(noting

of increasing

and Foreign

equal to what the FDIC provides

claims

for securities

distinctions
creating

is always

Currently

and Interstate

149 (1970) (letter from Roy T. Englert,
of the Treasury).

on

(statement

Corporation)

and member

of the stock certificate");

and Fin. of the House Comm.

on H.R.

been on a level with the coverage

by customers

Commerce

of Department

investors

Hearings

13308, H.R. 17585, H.R. 18081, H.R. 18109, and 18458 Before

Counsel

that

and Fin. of the Comm.

and that "one of the purposes

maintained

immobilization

would

(noting

SIPA Amendments:

has historically

programs

on securities

Williams)

96 th Cong., 2d Sess. 17, 19 (1980)

Securities

for cash claims

H.R. 8331, 95 _

for their cash under SIPC as bank and savings

on Consumer

Chairman

and Urban Affairs,

of Senator

under FDIC coverage");

the Subcomm.

Hugh F. Owens,

statement

for cash to $100,000

and Foreign

insurance

(opening

Housing,

SIPC advance

and

These kinds of

obliterate

to cash claimants

them by
by classifying

was or could have been held in the

2.

Following the Statutory Definitions
and
Case Law is Consistent with the Policies of
the Nation's Securities Laws of which SIPA
is a Part.

The entire federal
supports

securities

the basic principle

were real.
several

To protect

mutual

Exchange

funds, because

mutual

fund investors,

113 Banking
Pursuant

Regulation

securities

Act") regulate

companies,

laws impose

securities

of Mutual

Funds:

to the 1940 Act and the 1933 Act, mutual

the sale of mutual

the Investment

federal

L. J. 864, 865 (Oct. 1996) (hereinafter

A Banker's

"Securities

by the SEC in selling its shares.

and investment
13(a)(3).

fund prospectus

policies.

The requirements

investment

decisions

imposed

and protect

concerning

initial public

Regulation,

113 Bank.

L. J. at 865-66.

market

requirements

offerings

as mutual

Acts is publicly

funds at issue here as bona fide securities
Claimants

undermines

By ignoring
would

the market

funds and comport
Treating

in order to gain higher

these requirements,

the District
results.
28
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to facilitate

informed

value of

to the

the bogus mutual
coverage

for

SIPA, the 1933 and 1940 Acts.

lead to absurd and self-defeating
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(b)(3), &

See Securities

regarding

available.

objective

them with material

of securities.

Information

funds that are organized
of the Securities

by providing

Under the

investment

Act §§ 8(b)(2),

by the Acts are intended

investors

information

money

Company

with

the 1933 Act

must set forth the fund's

See Investment

Primer,

funds must be registered

registration

1940 Act, a mutual

them.

Regulation").

that has gone through

administered

Company

law regulating

the SEC and must issue a prospectus
procedures

as if they

Act of 1933 (the "1933 Act") and

Act of 1934 (the "1934

Act") is the primary

SIPA is a part

cannot be treated

the federal

While the Securities

See David E. Riggs, Securities

of which

securities

funds are investment

Act of 1940 (the "1940

scheme

that non-existent

layers of regulation.

the Securities

regulatory

Court's

decision,

Under the District

if upheld,
Court's

holding

a broker

can promise

purchase,

anything

and claimants

non-existent
Court's

security,

holding

in terms of returns,

would have a claim for the fraudulent
together

with any promised

there is absolutely

receiving

documents

hallmarks

of bona fide securities
easy for brokers

promised

better than normal
holding

vigilance

invites

funds be registered

quarterly

returns

to suppress

fraud and imprudence,
the entire regulatory

procedures

administered

Contrary

the District

Court's

to its belief,

confidence

in the public

in risky, oftentimes
investing

securities

fraudulent

is contrary

securities.

investment

protection

legislative
public

creditors

accord

drafters

of the statute

that mutual

does not promote

the

encouraging

investor

investors

to invest

fraud and reckless

of the broker,

however

that "[t]he statutory

was to protect

and that "there

general

insurance

fraud, and does not provide

persons

is evidence

meritorious

operation;

for losses occasioned

buying

special

their claims.
assurances

it is to protect

& Assocs.),

scheme

history

the

by the

securities

through

that Congress

step' that would not provide

by the failure of broker-dealer

in

750 F.2d 464,

envisioned

and selling

in the legislative

that the SIPA was only an 'interim

i

requires

that has gone through

SIPA does not provide

29
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which

SIPC v. Wise (In re Stalvev

(5th Cir. 1985) (stating

protection

a lack of investor

497 F.2d 280, 283 (2d Cir. 1974) (citing

472-73

believed

Clearly,

that SIPA "is not to be a bailout

customers");

stockbroker"

The District

but rather encourages

risk or even investment

F.O. BaroffCo.,
history

for those who are

to the aims of SIPA.

for general

See SECv.

It

by the SEC in selling its shares.

holding

market,

As this Court has recognized,
against

scheme,

are the

protection.

their suspicions.

with the SEC and use a prospectus

1933 Act registration

the District

etc., which

for investor

encourages

its

to check or insist on

reports,

fraud and even easier

confirm

cash value of the

Under

for investors

and the foundation

to commit

and circumvents

returns.

no incentive

such as prospectuses,

becomes

Court's

call it a security,

firms").

complete
Given

a

SIPA's

limited

satisfied

protections,

it is unavoidable

that all claimants

will not be fully

for their losses by SIPA. 15 Even claims based upon a Debtor's

egregious

acts which

be compensable

result in significant

under SIPA.

Court stated in SECv.

Packer,

monetary

In explaining
Wilbur

most

losses to the investor

this limited protection

will not

under SIPA, this

& Co., that:

[A]rguments
based solely on the equities are not, standing alone,
persuasive.
If equity were the [sole] criterion, most customers and
creditors of...
[the debtor] would be entitled to reimbursement
for
their losses. Experience,
on the other hand, counsels
have to settle for much less. SIPA was not designed
protection to all victims of a brokerage collapse.
498 F.2d at 983.

In short, customers

relief afforded

under SIPA--the

§§ 78fff(a)(1),

78fff-2(b).

covered

Claimants

15.

under SIPA are only entitled

determined

for the purchase

to the specific

return of their filing date "net equity."

See SIPA

Here, there are not and never have been any securities

by SIPA that could be returned

were correctly

that they will
to provide full

by the Trustee

to Claimants
to consist

of non-existent

and Claimants'
of monies

net equities

deposited

by the

securities.

The fact that Claimants'
allowable customer claims are greater than amounts
SIPC can advance in satisfaction
of such claims does not mean that they will
never be fully satisfied for their losses. Simply because Claimants will not be
fully satisfied for losses they incurred as a result of Goren's fraudulent scheme
from SIPC or the fund of customer property does not mean that they will
never be made whole. These claimants are entitled to share in the general
estate of the Debtor. See SIPA § 78fff-2(c)(1).
Whether Claimants will
ultimately recover for the losses they incurred depends in large part on the
Trustee's
success in marshalling
assets for the estate and in pending class
action filed by Claimants counsel here on behalf of all defendant New
Times/New
Age investors.
filed June 9, 2000).

See Gervis
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v. Berg, No. 00-CV-3362

(E.D.N.Y.

C.

THE SERIES 500 RULES DO NOT APPLY
TRANSACTIONS
IN BOGUS SECURITIES.

TO

The District Court ignored the only case law directly on point, as well as the
wording of SIPA and its relevant legislative
Rules to the facts of this case.
a "securities

history,

when it applied the Series 500

The Series 500 Rules apply in determining

whether

transaction gives rise to a 'claim for cash' or a 'claim for securities'."

17 C.F.R. § 300.500
796 (Bankr.

(emphasis

S.D.N.Y.

apply, a "securities

1998).

added).

See In re A.R. Baron & Co., 226 B.R. 790,

By definition,

transaction"

must exist.

in order for the Series 500 Rules to
See 53 Fed. Reg. 10368 (Mar. 31,

1998) (a review of the cases giving rise to the Series 500 Rules reveals that in no
instance

was the security

in question

fictitious).

Series 500 Rules were adopted reinforces
Prior to the enactment
frequently

straddled

16.

SIPC and SIPA trustees

SIPA customer claims were claims for cash or claims

where a security

the filing date.

the

this basic point.

of the Series 500 Rules,

litigated whether

for securities

The limited purpose for which

transaction

(i.e. purchase

or sale of a security)

53 Fed. Reg. 10368 (Mar. 31, 1988). 16 See Murray

v.

Prior to the Series 500 Rules, customers sometimes objected to having their
claim deemed a claim for cash for a securities purchase ordered but not
completed by the filing date when their claim exceeded the maximum amount
SIPC could advance to satisfy a cash claim. See, e.__., Murray v. McGraw (In
re Bell & Beckwith),
821 F.2d 333, 335 (6th Cir. 1987); In re Investors Sec.
Corp_:., 6 B.R. 415 (Bankr. W.D. Pa. 1980); SIPC Proposed Rule, 1988 WL
236666 at * 1 (1988). Conversely,
customers would object to having their
claims treated as claims for securities when the underlying value of the
security in question had declined.
See, e.__., In re June S. Jones Co., 52 B.R. at
813 (claimants argued they had claim for cash, not securities, where securities
were not purchased by the filing date, and securities had declined in value);
SIPC Proposed Rule, 1988 WL 236666 at *2. Customers wishing to disavow
securities purchased for their account in order to have a "claim for cash"
argued
actually

that a purchase
purchased

of securities

the securities

did not occur because

in question.
31
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their broker never

See id. (emphasis

added).

McGraw

(In re Bell & Beck-with),

Kennedy

& Co., 3 B.C.D.

Secs, Inc.), [1974-1975
(S.D.N.Y.

821 F.2d 333 (6th Cir. 1987); SIPC v. Morgan,

15 (S.D.N.Y.

Transfer

1977); Gans v. Reddington

Binder],

Fed. See. L. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 94,780

1974); In re June S. Jones Co., 52 B.R. 810 (Bankr.

Series

500 Rules were promulgated

where

trades straddled

confirmation

(which

to make the treatment

the filing date consistent
completes

(In re Weis

a contract

D. Or. 1985).

of customers'

and to make the delivery

for statute

of fraud purposes)

The

claims
of a
usually

controlling.
As SIPC stated in proposing

the Series 500 Rules:

The proposed rules..,
give full effect to the Congressional
intent to
"satisfy the customers'
legitimate expectations"
and "restore the
customer to his position prior to the broker-dealer's
financial
difficulties."
S. Rep. No. 763, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 2, [reprinted in], 3
U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., at 765
(1987). Indeed, the results reached under the proposed rules will
affirmatively
effectuate the Commission's
previously stated view on
this subject ....
[T]hat "[w]hen a customer sells securities, his claim
from that time until settlement and delivery of the funds is a claim for
cash."

[T]he Proposed
and reasonable

Rules...
certainty

will provide
for customers

both nationwide uniformity
as to how their claims will be

treated in the event of the failure ofa SIPC member, and will provide
an objective standard for determining
each claimant's
legitimate
expectations .... IT]he proposed rules are in complete accord with all
final judicial decisions on this subject, including cases decided prior
to SIPA's enactment.

Similarly,

customers

wishing

to disavow

a sale of securities

in order to have a

"claim for securities" argued that the securities were not actually sold by the
broker-dealer
so that they were still in their account.
See id. (emphasis
added).
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See Rules of the Securities
236666,

at *2-3 (1988)

Investor

(hereinafter

"SIPC

Thus, the District

Court was correct

of a confirmation

of the purchase

a trade, that determines
securities.

Rules")

that under the Series

the customer's
Claimants

See, e.__., Plumbers

Fund, No. 92CV0349,
claimants

Proposed

(emphasis

added).

500 Rules it is the receipt

rather than the execution

of

net equity claim is one for cash or

did not receive

at 3 (finding

on legitimate

expectations

& Steamfitters

written

confirmation

Local 490 Severance

that the rules and legislative
is "determinative

of

history

of a security

& Ret.

cited by

of such type

in existence").
In In re June S. Jones Co., 52 B.R. 810 (Bankr.

prior to SIPC's

adoption

Rules as being in accord
addressed

whether

satisfaction

Securities

1988 WL 236666,

were entitled

to receive

in a situation

prior to the filing date.

The court rejected

non-existent

with them,

customers

and Investors

D. Or. 1985), a case decided

of the Series 500 Rules but noted in SIPC's

of their SIPA claims

not been purchased

cash.

53 Fed. Reg. 1793, 1988 WL

or sale of an actual securit,d and thus do not fall under the rubric of the

Series 500 Rules.

being

whether

Corp.,

or sale of a security,

In this case, however,

the purchase

Protection

Security

Proposed

at *3, the court specifically
either cash or securities

where the security

The claimants

existed

noting

the distinction

between

claims
real and

Securities

and Investors

Security,

unlike this case, the

securities either never could be purchased, or, if purchased,
have matured into cash prior to the filing date.
In re June S. Jones, 52 B.R. at 813 (emphasis
the return

customers

furthered

of the securities,
the express

rather

purpose

i

added).

than treating
of SIPA.
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for

securities:
In Aberdeen

existed,

but had

relied on Aberdeen

Corp. to argue that they had net equity

their argument

in

When the securities
the claims

Id_.:.at 814.

would

actually

for cash, to the

The two cases relied on by the District

Court do not support

of the Series 500 Rules to the facts of this case.
Oberweis

Secs., Inc. (In re Oberweis

1991), concerned
purchase

whether

dividends

to the money

claims

had the purchases

SIPA, but rather, breach
relied on the Aberdeen
Trustee,

In the second

of contract

and dividends

or fraud claims.

case discussed

by the District

but rather,

whether

applied

of the sale of bona fide securities

Securities

question

with which

misinterpreted
that the Trustee
the Debtor

to its reliance

Court,

The court

claims

protected

by

The court

its decision.
In re Investors

Center,
fictitious

of the sale of a bona fide security
The court held that the

gave rise to a claim for cash under
the Trustee

had no issue and

of claims in this liquidation.

Center purported

found that the Claimants

"embezzled"

fund.

on wholly

the basis of the Trustee's

to answer

Neither

or even address

irrelevant

case law, the District

determinations.

The District

did not have claims

their assets instead of investing

The Trustee's

not hinge on the Debtor's

determination
embezzlement

that Claimants

the

i

for securities

them in an existing
had claims

Court

Court stated
because
money

for cash did

of funds, but in what the Claimants
34
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in

that is at issue here.

In addition

market

nor Investors

been followed,

1991), the issue did not concern

many times in his determination

Oberweis

and

that would have been

Court, in reaching

the confirmation

the Series 500 Rules, a proposition

to interest

Id____.
at 846-47.

gave rise to a claim for cash or a claim for securities.
confirmation

orders to

earlier and relied on by the

case relied on by the District
E.D.N.Y.

claimants'

the bona fide funds.

been made were not "customer"

Inc., 129 B.R. 339 (Bankr.
securities,

the claimants

to purchase

for interest

Securities

but disregarded

to execute

had their instructions

they deposited

held that the claimants'

failure

funds entitled

that would have been earned

addition

earned

market

The first of these cases, SIPC v.

Secs., Inc.) 135 B.R. 842 (Bankr. N.D. Ill.

a broker-dealer's

bona fide money

the application

intended

to purchase.

claims

Indeed,

the Trustee

for all of the cash deposited

redemptions.

He also allowed

funds that could be identified
fact purchased
Claimants

because

intended

by Claimants,

claims

and purchased

to purchase

less any withdrawals
purchases

on the open market,

the funds, as claims

to address,

but were never in

for securities.

could have had,

would be available

return to them.

In short, it is not the fact that funds were "embezzled"

the result here.

It is the wording

Finally,
prohibition
Barbour,

the Series

fraud).

As discussed

Coleman

Clearing

"legitimate

Corp.,

expectations"

securities

transaction

Rules on the grounds

claimants

contested

that they lacked

Coleman

the bankruptcy
for securities

funds to purchase

credits were posted

liquidation

for

to meet customers
position

visa

of a bona fide

Clearing

supposedly

derived

court's

Corp., 263

worthless,

ruling that

under the Series
the securities.

into the claimants'

filing, from the purported

court had found were practically

in the accounts

i

restitution

court in In re Adler,

where confirmation

See In re Adler,

accounts,

sale of securities
ld___,
at 434.

500

Id____.
at 424on the

that the

The cash

from these sales was then shown
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See SIPC v.

their pre-liquidation

treatment

that they had claims

In that case, fraudulent

shown

to claims

SIPA's

2001).

they failed to establish

bankruptcy

that dictates

claims.

to achieve

by the district

in terms of restoring

In Adler Coleman,

eve of the broker's

as "customer"

the Series 500 Rules were enacted

had occurred.

B.R. 406 (S.D.N.Y.

to circumvent

(SIPA was not designed

above and recognized

vis the debtor with regard

26.

of fraud claims

421 U.S. 412 (1975)

for

of the SIPA statute.

500 Rules were not enacted

against allowance

even

the bogus mutual

objectively

was that their money

Here,

The Debtor,

their funds, could never have purchased
that Claimants

or

of bona fide mutual

a fund that in fact did not exist.

The only expectation

that SIPA is designed

the claims here as customer

for confirmed

Goren embezzled

if it had not embezzled
funds for them.

allowed

on

confirmations

to support

be purchased

because

in claimants'

accounts.

claims

their market
Id.__=.
at 434.

under the Series

purchases
denied

purchases

of blue chip securities
value far exceeded
Claimants

500 Rules because

and were entitled

argued

that could never in fact

the fair value of the proceeds
that they had securities

of the confirmations

of fictitious

to the return of the blue chip securities.

The Trustee

their claims.
On appeal,

cash was shown
immediately
McGraw

Claimants

argued

to be in their accounts

available

cash.

Series 500 Rules codified)
expectation

purchase
claimants'
holding

The claimants

extensively

obligations

held securities

The Adler Coleman

trades ordered

by customers

vis those customers
Beckwith

"on the existence

on the trade date."

satisfactorily
the customers
& Beckwith,
"fraudulent

to complete
dealt."

assumed

court properly

customers'

legitimate

and enforceable

misconduct

by the debtor,

that the debtor-broker
in relation

that
vis-/_-

the Bell &

would be able

to other brokers

with which

The court noted that there was nothing

which
wished

that remotely
actuated

resembled

and accompanied

to seek to avail themselves.

noted that the Series 500 Rules "safeguard

claims to cash and securities

36
i

the facts of the

by noting that the Bell & Beckwith

completed

the transactions

at issue and of which the claimants

NY 679376_7

court distinguished

they received

The court noted that "in holding

as there was in Adler Coleman,

The district

where

of a debtor before filing date should be treated

Id___=.
at 432-33.

and criminal

v.

that they had a

of fully performed

Id__=.
at 432.

as if subsequently

court impliedly

relied on Murray

for the proposition

case from that of Bell & Beckwith
was premised

the

821 F.2d 333 (6 th Cir. 1987) (a case which the

that their accounts

confirmations.

court erred because

and the Series 500 Rules did not require

Id___=.
at 430.

(In re Bell & Beckwith),

legitimate

that the bankruptcy

in Bell

the
the trades"
Id__=.
at 433.
securities

held by the debtor in their

accounts prior to the filing date, and also manifest a design to deny protection to
transactions tainted by fraud." Id___:.
at 435.
Like the claimants in Adler Coleman,
benefits

of bargains

cannot

they struck with their corrupt

liquidation,

or the Trustee

brokers."

Claimants

could ever have purchased

or breach of contract.

with a potential

property

damages

creditor

for cash subject

of any class and series that

but a claim for

claim for damages
is a net equity

Pre-

for fraud

claim against

to the SIPA limit, and the claim for

claim.Z7

CLAIMANTS'
CLAIMS FOR FICTITIOUS
DIVIDENDS
OR INTEREST
EARNED ARE NOT ALLOWABLE
CUSTOMER
CLAIMS.
The District

cash equivalent
mutual

funds.

dividends
claims

Court incorrectly

of interest/dividends
Goren,

or interest

protected

held that Claimants
that were purportedly

206 F. Supp. 2d at 352.
supposedly

"earned"

by SIPA, although

on non-existent

they may be allowable

(In re Old Naples

slip. op. at 16 (M.D.

Fla. Sept. 30, 2002) (hereinafter

claimants'

that their net equity

argument

Moreover,

Rule 503 makes

are entitled

to return of

earned by the bogus

The law is clear that non-existent

See Focht v. Athens

shares are not customer
general

creditor

applicable

law."

17 C.F.R.

A copy of the Old Naples

included

clear that nothing

"Old Naples

non-existent

II") 18(rejecting

interest

payments);

in the Series 500 Rules "shall

i

be

to
under

§ 300.503(a).
II opinion

is contained
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claims.

Secs., Inc.), No. 2:00-cv-181-FTM-29D,

construed as limiting the rights of a trustee in a liquidation proceeding..,
avoid any securities transactions
as fraudulent..,
or otherwise voidable

18.

the

Claimants

or held for Claimants.

The claim for cash deposited

the fund of customer
is a general

Id___:.
at 416.

never have had or could have had anything

the return of the cash they deposited

17.

here seek to "retain

do so. There are and never have been securities

the broker

If.

Claimants

in the addendum

to the brief.

In re Old Naples

Securities,

Inc., 218 B.R. at 987 ("[t]he

no more than a return of principal.
the claimant

received

C.J. Wright

& Co.),

misappropriated

Debtor

these funds, claimants
property:

claimants'

(rejecting

are entitled

In re Oberweis

claim for dividends

to receive

had an objectively

the bogus mutual

fund was never organized

claimants

the security

As noted recently

recover

they received

case and stating that

expectation
earned

but also the phony

is illogical."

II, no one disputes

interest

payments

To order the Trustee

Claimants

the heightened

and invites

interest

even more egregious

promised

fraud in the future.
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i

by a fraudster

claimants

'interest'

II, slip. op. at 15. Here, as in Old Naples
at all.

Here,

the payments

Naples

were not in fact interest

them.

fund and had no assets or

II court, "where

transaction

funds.

of receiving

SIPA fund, permitting

and rolled into another

estate).

on bona fide mutual

had actually

by the Old Naples

and is not

below are distinguishable

as a mutual

not only their initial capital investment

payments

N.D. Ill. 1991)

from the general

legitimate

in question

will be made out of the quasi-public

in

to customers.

as one for "damages"

of interest/dividends

because

investments.

on claims

purchase

characterized

interest/dividends

Debtor

is the return of the principal

net equity but may be recovered

In those cases the claimants

debtor

net equity as defined

interest

in failure to execute

the payment

& Co. (In re

it was never earned.

The cases relied upon by the Court and Claimants
in that they concern

that

that was to be invested.

Likewise,

to providing

is more properly

part of the Claimants'

amount

Secs., Inc., 135 B.R. 842 (Bankr.

claim for dividends

by the amount

M.D. Fla. 1993) ("Because

because

initial investment.

Thus the most claimants

to

have a claim for that which they entrusted

promised

any reference

are entitled

SIPC v. C.J. Wright

the principal

the interest

SIPA does not contain

invested.");

payments.");

162 B.R. 597, 610 (Bankr.

did not convert

only misused

Each claim must be reduced

in 'interest'

to debtor as customer

Claimants

Old

that the

compounds

(Id. at 16 (noting

to pay
the fraud
that

to
to

allowing

non-existent

"inconsistent
victimized
classes

interest

investors

whole but only to partially

claims

The Trustee

customer

properly

fund on fictitious

claims.
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i

ameliorate
determined

that sought return of fictitious

value of the bogus mutual
allowable

"net equity"

with the goals of SIPA, which does not purport

of investors").)

Claimants'

as part of a claimant's

dividends

customer

claim is

to make all

the losses of certain
that the portion
or interest

account

of

added to the

statements

are not

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing
Court reverse
treating

the District

claims

claims

reasons,
Court's

with respect

Dated:

and SIPC respectfully

order and uphold

the Trustee's

filed for the value of shares in bogus mutual

for cash in the amount

objections

the Trustee

deposited

by the Claimants

request

that this

determinations

funds as net equity

and expunge

Claimants'

to those determinations.
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IN

RE:

U.S.

FIRST

STEAMFITTERS

FOR

55

,'I_sE

_

OHIO

, 31347

SECURITIES

LOCAL

Plaintiffs-Appellants,
CRAFTSMEN
LOCAL
NO.
TRUSTEE

_p.

490

printed

COMP_NY,

OF

THE

FULL

format.

Debtor;

SEVERANCEAND

PLUMBERS

RETIREME/_T

and
INTERNATION_J_
HEJtLTH
AND
WELFARE

LIQUIDATION

in

FI/ND,

and
et

al.,

UNION
OF BRICKLAYERS
_
FUND,
Plaintiff,
v. WILLIAM

FIRST

OHIO

SECURITIES

COMP_/CY,

THE

CIRCUIT

_LLIED
APPLETON,
et

al.,

Defendants-Appellees.

No.

UNITED

STATES

COURT

1994

NUT!CE:

APPF2%LS

U.S.

App.

November

1,

FOR

LEXIS

SIXTH

31347

1994,

Filed

['i]

NrJ'! RECOMMENDED
FOR
FI/LL-TEXT
_u SPECIFIC
SITUATIONS.
PLEASE
ZOURT
IN THE
SIXTH
CIRCUIT.
_HE
COURT.
THIS
NOTICE
IS
_EPRODUCED.

5UBSEQI/ENT
%pp.
LEXIS

HISTORY:
37514.

_ertiorari

Denied

"RIOR

OF

93-3313

March

United

No.

92-00349.

20RE
TERMS:
zustomers,

,_IIDGES:

investor,
pooled

BEFORE:

9PINIONBY:

MARTIN,

PER

in

20,

Table

1995,

States

COPY

Case

broker-dealer,

NORRIS,

MUST
BE
DISPLAYED

at:

Court

District

CIRCUIT
CITING

Foz-mat

Reported

District

Lambros,

SIX_
BEFORE

24

IF CITED,
A
BE PROMINEN_Y

Reported

HISTORY:

,istrict

TO

PUBLICATION.
SEE
RULE

for

F.3d

1181,

LEXIS

Northern

CITATION
IN A
PARTIES
IS

1994

U.S.

2043.
District

of

Ohio.

Judge.

liquidation,

and

39

U.S.

the

24 LIMITS
PROCEEDING

SERVED
ON OTHER
IF THIS
DECISION

at:

1995

RULE
IN A

DAUGITrREY,

certificates

Circuit

of

deposit,

Judges.

CUR£AM

)PINION:
PER
CURIAM.
This
appeal
stems
from
a liquidation
action
brought
under
the
auspices
of
the
Security
Investor
Protection
Act
of 1970
(SIPA),
as amended
"n 1978,
15 U.S.C.
@_
78 aaa
et
seq.
The
two'issues
before
us
concern
the
_roper

characterization

_tatus

of

error
The

in

some
the

of

district

plaintiffs

t_tigation,

of
the

the

are
funds'

certain

parties

who

court's

ruling

trustees

of

participants,

clainus
seek
on
the

filed

recovery

two
and

these

the
their

two

union
two

in
of

issues

pension

named

proceedings
losses.
and
funds

individual

and
We

the
find

no

affirm.
involved
investors.

in

this
Based

9

_1994
on

an

agreement

they
thought
certificates
of
fraudulent
sole

a

stockholder

of

purchased.

own
personal
fictitious

When
the
proceedings
_laintiffs
_illion

in

that
the
securities
in
_xisted
and,
therefore,
securities.
individual
claims.

on
both
affirmed.

distinction

J.S.C.

@

_upports
_ourta

78

the
finding
by
that
the
"pooled

greement
urchased

fff-3(a).

_nly
legal
conclusion
"for
cash"
and
not
intended
to protect
_esigned

The

to

9

on

district
fund

iefined

by

the

judgment

this

U.S.C.

entered

claim

over

for

were

plaintiffs'

trustee
in cash.

never

funds

with

believed
as ones

objections

they
for

cover

and

for
cash
increases
the

and
of

the

a

loss
to a

plaintiffs

by both
deposit"

had
cash,

invested
rather

never
than
for

plaintiffs,

claim

for

here,

the
bankruptcy
which
were

broker-dealer
even
existed.

not

and

cash

is limited
maximum
of

the

is

to
$ 100,000,
$ 500,000.
15

the

record

fully

and
district
the
subject
of

not
only
Given

fraud.

We

find

no

error

were
this

in

the

$ 3
determined

participants
were
wholly
denied
their
with
the
trustee'a

by

securities

for

for

his

notices
and
his
tracks.

for
approximately
The
trustee

that
the
fund
of
SIPA
and
in accordance

SIPA,
recovery
of
securities

restitution

not
fact,

the

the
the
ones
not

district

issue.

court

reasons

certificates

"pooled
because
and

Corporation
initiated
liquidation
case
was
removed
to bankruptcy
court,

plaintiffs
and
the
but,
indeed,
never

was

equally
were

@

,314,
1317-21
(2d
Cir.
.,ennedy
is
inapplicable
>ersuasive.

For

issues,

the
trustee
certificates

participants
15

the

the

Gilmartin,

possible
is
that
the
claims
against
First
Ohio
were
"for
securities."
Pug the
district
Judge
noted,
SIPA
is
investors
against
a broker-dealer's
insolvency;
it is

achieve

rulin

"ension

•h_

Protection
and
the

Unfortunately

between
the
by Gilmartin

--

claims
with
the
the
same
amount

a

under
loss

Thomas

million
worth
of
Company.
But,
founder,
chairman,

sent
bogus
purchase-confirmation
to
the
various
investors
to

for

these

_EE

named(*2]

comingled

10

t

over
$ 3
Securities
-- the

Securities

which
the
plaintiffs
treated
their
claims

between

=ignificant,
because
..hile
protection
for

.ourt's

Ohio

Gilmartin

The
trustee
also
determined
"customers"
within
the
meaning
The It3]
bankruptcy
court
ruled

determination
district
court
The

First

Investor
First
Ohio

filed
simultaneous
securities
and

31347,

broker-dealer

He then
statements

Security
against

LEXIS

collectively,
by
First
Ohio
on by
Gilmartin

Instead,

assets.
account

-'_E
_op.

securities

they
had
purchased,
of
deposit"
offered
activities
carried

common

actually

with

U.S.

78

correct[*4]
not

III(2).

1976).
because

given

in

by

that

See

SIPC

Moreover,
the
of subsequent

the

district

court.

in

individual

determining

"customers,"
v.

Morgan,

plaintiffs'
amendments

court's

order

that
as

Kennedy
argument
to
SIPA

in

this

the

that
&

term
Co.,
that
is,

case,

is
533

F.2d

Morgan,
simply,

we

AFFIRM

not
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UNITED

STAI'E_

NORTHERN
L_

DIt>'rRICT

DISTRICT

to;

COURT

OF OHIO

)

NO. 92CV0349

)
HR..qT

OHIO

SECURITIES

CO.,

)

)
PLUMBERS

& STEAMFITTERS

On Appeal
590-0027

)

LOCAL NO. 490 SEVERANCE
RE'ITR.EMENT FUND, ctal.,

AND

)
)

Ap_elI_m,

)
)
)

v.

)

from Case
(SIPA)

ORDER

)¢'

)
WILLIAM APPLETON,
TRUSTEE FOR
TtlE LIQUIDATION
OF FIRST OHIO
SECURITIES
CO.,

L

'"
;' •

)

•.

D. LAMBROS,

"rh.is appeal
23rd

of December,

Involving
Protection
pursuant

the

out

1991.

regarding

liquidation

Bankruptcy
the

of a secur/des

of 1970

ro 28

U.S.C.
to

of _

(SIPA).
§ 158(a)

Bankruptcy

This
and

Co'args

Tru._tee's

broker-dealer
bankruptcy

8013,

findings

de_ermh-_atlon

Bankruptcy

Rule

r.rrl

ei

¢:m
=

JUDGE

arises

Act

Pursuant

CHIEF

'_
"u
¢._

.,
i
_m.

..

THOMAS

(.dO

r_

)
)
)
)

Appellee.

No.

Rule
the

of

1_ursuant
appeal

and

order

c..la_us

to the

is taken

_n

issued

on the

u I}IDceed_

Securities

as a mailer

_vasror
of dgh_

fl001(a).

Bankruptcy

Court's

"fir_l_gs

of

fact,

whether based on oralor documentaryevidence,
shallnot be set asMe unlessdcafly
erroneous
...." Accord_Stevens
Indusrfles,
Inc.v.McClunz,789 F.2d386, 389 (6thCir.
19fl6);

In re. Dbcon,

85

B.K.

745

(B-a.n.kx. N.D.

Ohio

1988).

The

Bankrupley

Court's

216 F:.gb_'t4_
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,

conclusions
85a

of law,

F.2d

8._2, _57

Fi.'_

and sold
an

Ohio

trustee,

customen_

490

claim,

for cash,

trustee
should

SIPA.

The

Judge

the

ippeUants"

as joint

issued

each had
_nflid claims
to

$100,000,

review.

claim,

and

one

were

the

in

determined

Stansbertys'

not

order

"customers"

upheld

enter_l
and

$100,C00

On

be

Judge

claim,

the

allowed

as

each.

Further,

.540 and

as defined
the

fact

4.90

by the
that

December

the trustee'$

claims

before

in the

to

r.he

Subsequently,

shotdd

due

Jr.,

S'_:0 fund

of POSC

claim

bought

h'led

held

that

of survivo_hip.

which

were

pertictpmats

Staxu*berry_'

right

claire.

claim

that

protectior4

Custome_

of the

p.-dd the claim(mr*

were

D. Dowd.
of

hemilags

of the individual

with

David

to SIPA.

and

the

broker-de-after

need

validity

tTustee

of the

and

Judge

pm_mnt

the

they

tenan_

his findings

1990.

FOSC

the rrugte,

denied

a =ecurtti__=

derermLnation
action,

became

held

23,

their
1991,

det_tions

of

faint,

AppclJants'
=.x'red when

trustees

that the elaim_

also

White

of

22.

determined

_rml cormeqt2u_tly,

trustee

w_

On June

trustee

fund

be denied

to _

was

commenced

instant

55

determined

funds

account

the

In the

(FO_C)

customers

to the

ix. White.

claims

Corporation

the

and

are sub]eex

1988),

of FOSC

objected

fund

the

that

proceed_

the

Harold

Cir.

hand,

for the public.

finding

liquidation

(6th

Securities

securities

order

with

on the other

F,_rst eight

it held
one

claim

that
for

for securities.
but

if the

the

statement

of issues

540

the

c_h.

fund,

Appellants

If claims
claim

are

is for

490

_

contend

fxJ_

the

maintain
for cash. the

securities,

-2-

the

that

that

the

SS .fi.md,
their

protection
protection

Bank_ptcy

mad the

Court

Stansben-y_

claims

should

under

the SIPA is limited

incre_uses

have

been

to $500,000.
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Appellants'assertion that the claims should have been allowed as claims for securitiesis
rm_ supported by the law. The Bazlkruptcy Court correctlydelermined
have

a _

for a "security

_' the

Co,, 480 F,2d 1121, 1126-27
;2S F.2d 325, 328-29

security

must

in fact exist.

[.l_t _

order 1o

SE(: y. AbcrdeenSc_i_ics.

(3d Cir. 1973}; See also In re Brexttw.g__

(9th C,ix.1991).

The Secu_ties Investor ProtectionCorporation [SIPC], created under the SIPA, was
brined to establisha fund which would
who

lose money

cozporadon
)rotec_on

as a result of broker-dealer insolvencies.

whose
fund.

act as a limited insurance policy for customers

members

The

SIPA

w_

contribute assessments
not

designed

which

to protect

S_C

form

customers

}f conll'tlCt,
but was specl_aIJy enacted for the purpose of providing
to customers
Government

whose

by

fraud

limited

or

breach

restitution

_

.re E.M_S.

Thereby. the appellants'claims

not denied because of the fraud pcrpen'ated, rather tl_y are satisfied

as claims for cash to the extent allowed under the S[PA.
cited

from

(Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1.988);

124 B.R. 35, 36 (Banlcr.N.D. Ohio 1990).

history

d_e basis for the

loss is the result of insolvent broker-denleng.

SecurJtles Corp.. 90 B.IL 539, 540-41

for securitiesam

is a non-profit

appellants

on

the

legitimate

expectations

Allof the rules and legislative
and

salJsfaClJOn

of c..lai/i_

for

sccuritim Is determinative of a securityof such type being in existence. Not only were
r_hese "securities"

never

presented that would

purchmsed,

they

rtcvcr

cxlsted.

There,

_vich

l_o cvidtmce

enable this Court to find the non-e.xi._renee
nf the sectLdtiesdearly

erroneous, the conclusion of law that 490

_rtd. the 540

fund, the SS fi.md,and the

Stansberrys were each enlitledto one cash claim was correct as a ma'rter of law.
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In their
erred

ninth

it denied

when

SIPA de.fines

of issue,

clabn.s

s "customer'
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statement
the

rnt, _u.

appellants

of t/_e individual

maimain

r.hat the

panSttpams

Bankruptcy

in r.he 540

and

Court

490

funds.

as,

[A]ny
person
. . . who has a claim on account
of t_.uifles
ree_.lvad,
acquired,
or held by the debtor in the ordinary
course
of its business
as a
broker
or dealer from or for the secttritiea
account
of such person ....
The
term "customers"
Included...
any person
who has deposited
cash
debtor for the purchase
of securities.
15 U.S.C, § 78 111(2).
ha $IPC

v. MorL,an.

addressed

the

of a failed
had

no

issue

dia'eetly

to

dealer

were

Morgan.

The

the

funds

in denying

the

In the tenth
a

finding

and

survivotslaip
cash

Stansl:a_ry
had/rated

that

md

EIIxher,

the

was

hem

confirmation

account

for

the

1317-21.

did
the

sent

.ITWROS
form

-4-

as customers

r_hey entrust
actual

that
one

joint

thus

or.ly

The

Bankruptcy
wan

the

not

Court's

to the Stansberr_
(joint

tenants

with

righl

by Mr. Stansberry

funds.

Court

and

540

with

was

funds.

Court

eared

right

of

to one

claim

for

finding

that

tim

error,eot_.
were

broker-

the

Bankruptcy

them

clearly

the

in

490

they

or seeur/ties
of

accotmt

entitling

"customers"

-.ash

customers

in the

directly

because

the BankJruptcy

participants

completed

were

Therefore,

held

statements

fund

the

com't

partidpaalts

Stansberrys

tenants

the

individual

contend

securities.

1976),

qual_

appellants

as joint

application

that

not

accounts,

M. Stansberry

nor

held

Cir.

in a pension

did not

individual

the

separate

claln_

and Violet
the

at

of issue,
that

two

of two
account

_. Stansberry

statement

not

and

F.2d

(2d

participants

court

claLm_¢ of the

concluding

and

izastead

The

533

1314

broker-de-,tiers,

themselves

& qo.,

F.2d

paniclpants

the

broker-dealers.

Kermedv

correct

with

533

individual

individual

dcaallngn

the

& Co..

of whether

broker,

direct

Kemaedv

with

directed

Evidence
ro David

of survivorship),
reflected

that

a
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single account

was

opened

.ITWR08.

Th=reforc,

not

erroneous,

clettrly

to one
to the

cash

ckdm

law..See

were

dearly

standard,.

of Caaim_

of Claims

are fully

adopted
and

case is _sed

review

of the
finds

Additionally,

the Bankruptcy

and the Findings
and

r_hat only
_uch

F.2d

E. Stansben_
one

an account

incorporated

at 1319-20;

record,

and

upon

after

a _

_ed

wits

e.ntifled

_

SI00,O00

ho_
eonrrmy

[l_y_ct.o_

the Bank_ptcy

Court's

Order

IEe: Objections
herein

Thor_

and,

D

OHIO

lel::
/

-S-

full
Court's

review
Court

Security

of

eormiderat_on
findings
the

applied

of

of fact

Bankruptcy
the relevant

Re: Objections

to the Tnmtee'$

to the Trustee's

Deretatdna6on

thus,

affirmed.

Lambros

ChiefJudge

I

account

In re

that the Bankruptcy

United States
AT CLEVELAND,

M.)

not to exceed

terrrdnated.

_/

(Violet

Pa. 1980).

this Court fu_ks flint

Thexef(_re.

Determination

that

David

in an amount

this Court

erzoneous.

finding

8( CO., 533

W.D.

a complete

of law,

Court'._

SIPC fund

Kermedv

thereto,

of Mr. & Mrs.

the conclusion

(Bankr.

after

Court's conclusions
legtll

419

objections

not

the

Morion.

Therefore,
Lhe pard,'<'

was

against

6 B.R. 415,

name

B-,xkruptcy

nor
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ha the

the

._,

District

Court

Accordingly,

this
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1 I.

UNITED
STATES
D[STR/CT COURT
NORTHERN
DISTRICT OF OHIO .

:

c

r-_

F-

[/% re:
NO. 92CV0_49
FIRST

OHIO

SECURITIES

T.
L

CO.,
•

PLUMBERS
LOCAL

R/_TIP.P.2MENT FUND,

c)

c-

Cas*.*.*_
No.

On

AND

rn

_q

Appeal'£':'_m
590-0027
I_A)

& S'TF2dV[FI'ITERS

NO. 490 SEVERANCE

"o

e.s

e_ ai,
JUDOMENT

Appellm%_,
Vo

WI_
APPLETON,
TRUSTEE
FOR
THE LIQUIDATION
OF FIRST OHIO

SECURITIES CO.,
Appellee.

ITHOMAS

D. LAMBROS,

In

accordance

Bankrupt_

Court

Accordingly,

this

CHIEF .JUDGE

with
_

acdon

fv/ly

[he

o[

Order

adopted

is hereby

IT IS SO ORDERED.

this

and

terminated

date,

[ncorporatcd
and

United
OHI0

21//¢/e>
]

"

,,

findings
hereia,

dJsm_ged.

__.__
Thomas

AT CLEVELAND,

the

D. Lambros

Chiaf Judge
States Dis_ict

Court

and
and

orders
thus,

of

r.he

affirmed.

8

FILED
920EC -I AM_ _'_ _I_D

STAT_S munau_cY

IIOIITIII_INDIOTIIICT

OF

COURT

OIIIO

U..';.BA:,;I(RUPTCY COURT
IIOIUHERNDISTRICTOF OHIO
I,

THZ

MAT_NoF

FIRST

OHIO

CASE
ADV.

SECURITIES

,0.
NO.

(szPx)

S90-0072
92-5085

COMPANY

Debtor

o_EDEE

WILLIAM
APPLETON,
TRUSTEE
The Liquidation
of First
Securities
Company

for
Ohio

Plaintiff

W.

et

HARDY,

al.,

z
i

Defendants
s"

This
by

matter

defendants

pursuant

is

Harry

to

before
W.

Federal

the

Hardy

_

.

court

and

Bankruptcy

on

Mary

Rule

the

C.

motion

Hardy

7012

to

("the

and

Fed.

dismiss

filer

HardysW)

R.

cir.

P.

12 (b) (6}.
BACKGRQ_"NDAN_
Debtor,
securities

District

72A
.. 8_82)

Ohio

Securities

broker/dealer.

application
("sIPC"),

First

by
the
of

the

OhI0

procesding

under

appointing

JOsQph

On

Securities

United

States

entered
the

DIS_SSID_

an

22,

Investor
District

Securities

Patchan,

Company

June

order

Esq.,

O?

("FOSC"),

1990,

Court

Investor

for
FOSC

for

a

to

an

Corporation,
the
in

Northern
a liquidation

Protection

Trustee

was

pursuant

Protection

placing

as

LAW

the

Act

("SIPA"),_

liquidation

proceeding
April

and

19,

Trustee

1991,

the

William

proceeding

Appleton

to

the

succeeded

bankruptcy

Joseph

court.

Patchan

On

as

("_'rustee").

Prior

to

$140,000

for

payments

to

the
the

of

commencement
purchase

FOSC

certificates

18,

removing

of

of

totalling
deposit

this

case,

securities.

$130,000
as

follows:

the

The

for

the

Hardys

$I0,000.00

paid

to

FOSC

on

DecemBer

5,

b.

$50,000.00

paid

to

FOSC

on

DecemBer

13,

c.

570,000

paid

to

The

Hardys

made

a fourth

1990

which

was

to

be

on

June

8,

payment

invested

of

FOSC

three

three

1989;
1989!

1989.

of

in

paid

made

purchase

a.

FOSC

Hardys

t_

$10._8_
All

to

FOSC

Americ_

on

Fun_

January

_"AA_").

°..

The

AAF

Ohio
AAF

was

purported

manufacturing
never

was

financial

dealers.
is

Dec.

available

_2A
• e/82)

of

to

protect

fund
was

investing

later

23,

1991.)

for

the

from

SIPC

in

Northeastern

determined

that

the

customer

provisions

of

clalms

(See

15

U.S.C.

Co.,

Case

No.

SIPC

is

non-profit

satisfaction

filed

in

of
Id.

a claim
S!PA,

the

in

§§

at

to

resulting
78aaa

et

590-0072,

slip

create
fro_

esq.
op.

organization
claims

Trustee

case
makes

for

is

brokerse

fund

broker-

and

In

re

at

2,

N.

with

resulting

$140,000.

a determinatlun

D.

funds
from

9.

this

2

SIPC

registered

order

customer

from

failures.

most

assessed

a

investors

broker/dealer

comprises

are

insolvencies.

Hardys

individual

which

satisfy

8eGurLtles

broker-dealer

the

to

corporation

ueed

Ohio

The

It

resulting

insolvencies.

First

to

enacted

Members

dealer

a mutual

businesses.

hardship

a non-proflt

which

be

existed.

SIPA

Ohio

to

Pursuann
of

customer
the

claims.

Trustee

(See

paid

the

deposit

portion

of

Trustee

asserts

that

the

certificates

Trustee

later

nor

AAF

the
The

one
15

for

§§

78fff-3(a)

payment

are

of

pursuant

their

to

allegedly

assert

their

the

$41,203.58

"property
estate

is

instead
When
claim,

a

of

the

estate."

created,

SIPC

distinct

_ecurities,

a

to

receive

has

filed

are

true;

and

plaintiff

can

prove

no

is

on

1990,

of
Th_

the

belief

However,

the
of

the

that

deposit

to

filed

541,

are

542

to

that
dismiseal

$I00,000

[_9__
that

Lfor

proceeding
$41,203.58

not

1992,

from
not

the

an

recovery
argue

property

Hardy§

recovering

create

limits

"estate"

as

to

that
of

the

the

even

if

estate

an
but

estate."

dismiss

all

$I00,000.
argues

the

15,

further

"general

motion

is

claim.

does

advances
the

recover

May

§

instead

Trustee

turnover

prevented

and

to

than

this

never

but

limited
the

Hardys'

be

investments

more

542(a)

Hardy§

assume

complaint

for

The

from

considering
must

not

proceeding
§

August

interest).

certificates

their

should

in

and

because

dismiss

SIPA

the

In

certificate

existence.

claims

§
on

the

based

Therefore,

and

to

a

defined

court

cash

Trustee

is

are

of

excess

because

term

is

U.S.C.

motion

that

claim

entitled

seq.)

existed.

(i).]

11

in

in

neither

that

claims

Title

paid

In

that

not

on

payment

were

actually

Hardys'

et

($130,000

this

that

asserts

78fff

claim

made

investment

payment

Hardys

Hardys

he

§§

$141,203.58

deposit

cash.

U.S.C.

the

the

determined

the

U.S.C.

Hardys

of

Trustee

existed,

15

of

is

for
the

failure

facts

inappropriate

to

alleged

state
in

unless

a

the

the
Q

Edmonds,

924

F.

2d

176,

set
180

of

facts

(lOth

entitling
Cir.

1991).

him

to

relief.

Int.

After

matter,

reviewing

the

specious

and

The
under

SIPA

proceed

541.

Ohio

See

D.

has

the

937

F.

Colo.

power
2d

to

II04
The

order

IS

In

an

recover

ove_a_ents.

(6th

Cir.

to

B.

R.

fu_her

I ce_ify
of this

that
Order

David
Dean

J.
Naftzlnger
D. Gamin

on
to:

1100
Natlonal
City
Bank
629
Zuclid
Avenue
Cleveland,
Ohio
44114

of

Title

Title

11

that

II,

U.S.C.

(Bankr.

I_,,

Se__el_._e

denied.

N.

D.

135

B.

R.

_e

T_stee

Bell

&

Beckwlth,

1991).
shall

have

an

answer

file

the

/_day

lO

days

in

of

Bldg.

Lucchesl

Hila_y
W.
Rule
3200
National
City
Canter
Cleveland,
Ohio
44114

(

"2A
• 8/82)

be

li_idations

866

finds

are

this

from

the

adversa_

date

of

_is

proceedinq.

ORDE_D.

copy

R.

should

to

863,

this

arguments

Bankers.

Bankruptcy

Thomas

in

provisions

pursuant

Investment
court

law

78fff(b),

the

estate

The

which
SO

re

§

wi_

112

the

dismiss

to

1991).

defendants

within
IT

_Iso

to

pursuant

of

and

defendants'

motlon

B_.I/__i_q_Mi_,

1990).

the

accordance

creation

_dl_e

(Bankr.

that
in

briefs

that

their

finds

the

pallas'

concludes

therefore

cou_

includlng
§

cou_

the

4

Judge

_

,

1992,

I

sent

a
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